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NO'SOFTIES': Falcons
softball team sweeps
Kent State over the
weekend; PAGE 12

PARTLY CLOUDY
HIGH: 46 LOW: 30

Tennis courts: love' or faulf?
A proposal brought to
USG about building
new playing facilities
By Candice Jones
REPORTER

The ball is in the Undergraduate
Student Government's court
after a visit from lay Wiseman,
assistant coach of the women's
tennis team.
Last night, Wiseman asked
USG to consider supporting the
construction of a new tennis
facility on campus. The facility,
to be built on what is now the
golf practice area, would cost
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between 1.25 and 2.3 million
dollars to build.
He thinks the price is within
the University's reach.
'This cost is really pretty reasonable," Wiseman said.
The facility presented by the
tennis program would be open
to the Bowling Green community as well as students and the
varsity tennis team. It would
include six indoor courts, six outdoor courts, locker rooms, storage and a pro shop.
In order to help raise the
money necessary to make the
additions, Wiseman presented a
plan to add money onto student

fees specifically to be put toward wants to open the new facility as
the facility. The fee would be no soon as possible so the team can
more than $24 per semester for start using the new courts in the
spring 2006-2007 season.
each student on campus.
Because of the current conSome USG senators were
concerned students would not dition of the University courts,
appreciate the additional fee. the women's team will only
Sen. Nikki Messmore said she host one out of their 23 matches
needed to know more informa- this year. Some schools in the
tion before she formed an opin- Mid-American Conference have
ion, but she was weary of the fee. refused to play on the courts,
"It's just a lot of extra money to which are cracked and uneven.
"The courts aren't even suittack on to student fees," she said.
The tennis program will also able for a junior high team to
seek out private and cooperate play on," Wiseman said.
But the new courts would be
donations to raisemoneyforthcir
facility, which they hope to start
building in late July. Wiseman
COURTS,PAGE 2

CONSPIRATOR COULD BE
EXECUTED: Al-Qaida member
Zacarias Moussaoui was found
to have contributed to at least
one death in the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks; PAGE 8
U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE VISITS IRAQ:
Condoleezza Rice and British Foreign Secretary
seek peace in Iraq by meeting with Iraqi factions.
Rice insists progress is being made, although
two-thirds of Americans say they don't like
how the war is being handled; PAGE 10

Last respects held
tomorrow for Alum
University graduate,
employee still lives on
in wonderful memories
By Bridget Iliarp
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Funeral services are set for
Wednesday for alum and
University employee, Rhonda D.
Crittendon, who died last week.
Her car was struck from behind
on State Route 25 in Perrysburg.
Last Thursday evening
Crittendon, 24, had stopped her
car southbound near Five Point
Road. She was adjusting her twoyear-old son's seatbelt when her
car was hit by a sport utility
vehicle, Perrysburg police said.
The other driver, Timothy J.
Krucki, of Findlay, told police
that he was talking with his
son Kevin when he "suddenly
noticed |the] car dead in front
of me." He said he tried to
stop, but "hit her vehicle at
close to full speed" with his
GMC Yukon.
No citations were issued in
the crash, although that doesn't
rule out the possibility that
charges could be filed later,
police said.
Crittendon died on the scene.
Her son, lavien Lawson, was
flown by air ambulance to St.
Vincent Mercy Medical Center.
He has since been trans-

ferred to Rainbow Babies and
Children Hospital in Cleveland
where he is being treated for
two broken legs and foot injuries. He is expected to fully
recover, said his grandmother,
Trenise (ones. Jones added
that she will raise him.
Crittendon was on her cell
phone talking to her mom,
Jones, when she was hit.
After such a tragedy, Jones
has been comforted by hearing
from those with fond memories
of her daughter.
"Whatever she did, she did her
best at," Jones said. "So many
people have been telling me
how wonderful she was. She
touched so many lives."
Originally from Cleveland,
Crittendon graduated from East
Technical High School. She was
doing a year of national service
in AmeriCorps, after she graduated from the University last
May with a bachelor's degree
in biology. She was also working on a master's degree from
another school online at the
time of her death, her co-workers said.
Most recently, Crittendon
tutored elementary school
students as the Reading A-Z
Program Coordinator in Grand
Rapids, Ohio. She did that work

In a parking jam
Bowling Green divides over overnight tows

FUNERAL. PAGE 6
By Megan Vodzis

■tPHTEl
Drinking and driving is always preached about
— especially on college campuses. But when the
weather is cold, students will favor a ride in the
car rather than a long walk.
Bowling Green city officials are encountering
a problem with students leaving their cars downtown overnight in front of the bars. This occurs
mostly on weekends when trips to the bars are
the most popular.
Students will drive downtown and park their
cars on the side of the street by the bar they are
going to for the evening. But between the hours
of 3 a.m. and 5 am, city police have the right to
tow any car left on the road.
'That's not fair because what about the people
who drive down there and don't want to drive
back drunk?" Freshman Anna Denkowski said.
The reason for the towing these cars is for
street cleaning, or, in the winter season, for
snow removal, according to Lt. Brad Conner of
the city police.
There are numerous signs posted downtown
that tell the driver their car will be towed if left on
the street between 3 am and 5 a.m. Conner said
the signs were impossible to miss.
Brandon Banes, junior, said, "Yeah, I've seen

Council supports
home improvement
for repairs and rehabilitation for
their homes. In addition, first
Bowling Green residents who time homeowners can apply
are interested in fixing up their for funds to cover their initial
older homes should be eligible downpayment.
"The city can provide funds
to continue applying for state
funds for house repairs and to private homeowner rehabilitation," said Mike Frost, Ward
improvements.
At their meeting last night, 4 representative. "If you meet
the city council showed their the criteria, you might get some
continued support of a commu- money for improvements."
nity housing financing project
The city must reapply for
by passing a resolution antici- the funding program every
pating the upcoming 2007 to benchmark period — or five
2011 funding period.
years, according to John
The project, called the Zanfardino, Ward 2 represenCommunity
Housing tative. The previous funding
Improvement Strategy, is a state period ended in 2005.
"That is the kind of funding
program that provides money
through a local home surveying that Bowling Green or other
program called the Community locations can bring in for housing," Zanfardino said. "And
Development Block Grant.
Similar to a loan program, with that money they can make
the CHIS allows residents who requests for proposals."
purchase older homes in the
HOME IMPROVEMENT, PAGE 2
city to apply for state funding
By Holly Abrams
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FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Partly
Cloudy

High: SI"
Low: 32'

the signs and that's why it takes me fc. evcr.to find
another place to park. I end up parking on a side
street and have to walk to the bars."
According to Conner, there are alternative
places provided to park downtown.
"Park in a city lot or in a lot of the business you
are going to," he said.
Denkowski said she usually tries to park
behind the restaurants, but it is rare to find a spot
there especially on a Friday or Saturday night.
Students who leave bars intoxicated beyond
the point of operatinga vehicle are encouraged to
call a sober friend. The consequences of driving
while intoxicated are far worse, Conner said.
Banes thought it would be a better idea to give
the students a time limit — such as 1 p.m. the
next day — to go get their cars instead of having
the cars towed that night.
"By towing the cars it almost encourages
students to drive drunk, it they threaten to make
students pay to get their car out of the impound
lot," Denkowski said. "College students are poor
and more prone to make a bad decision, like
drinking and driving, when money is involved."
If students are upset about these rules there
is always the best solution: "Be responsible,
don't drink to the point where you can't drive."
Conner said.

Partly
Cloudy

High: 57"
Low: 46'
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Upset reactions
to Thai elections

ACTION!

opposition parties boycotted
the election and called on voters to show their disapproval
of Thaksin by ticking the box
on their ballots signifying an
abstention.
ByRunpaweC.Pinyorat
According to incomplete
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BANGKOK, Thailand — renims, Thaksin got his victory,
Thailand's prime minister but significant numbers of peoclaimed victory yesterday but ple cast votes of abstention.
With neither side scoring
acknowledged a strong protest vote in an election held a knockout blow, the politiafter weeks of demonstrations cal divide may not be easily
demanding his resignation for resolved.
Speaking yesterday night on
alleged corruption and abuse
a television talk show, Thaksin
of power.
Thaksin Shinawatra offered said initial results showed his
to set up a committee to judge party received 16 million votes,
whether he should step down enough for a victory but down
despite receiving 57 percent of from 19 million votes for his
votes cast Sunday. But critics party last year.
The Election Commission
rejected the idea as insincere
and called for new anti-govern- was expected to release complete election returns yesterday.
ment protests this week.
In
Bangkok,
"The prime minthe center of the
ister just wants to
"We still
campaign to force
find ways to stay
insist that Thaksin from
in power by findoffice, the number
Thaksin
ing new marketing
of abstentions outstrategies and new
step down numbered votes
products," opposiand allow for his party in
tion Democrat Party
most districts.
spokesman Ong-Art
political
The opposition
Klampaiboon said,
reforms..." call for abstentions
an apparent reference to Thaksin's SOMSAK KOSAISOOK. also fared well in the
south, historically
background as a
SPOKESMAN
a Democrat Party
tycoon who made
stronghold, while
his fortune in telesupport for Thaksin was strong
communications.
With the opposition criti- in the north and northeast,
cism, and likely legal tangles where rural voters appreciate
over technicalities of the bal- his generous social welfare and
loting, Thailand looked des- economic assistance programs.
Anti-Thaksin activists pretined to remain enmeshed in
a crisis that has shaken its pared to pick up where they
ieft off before the election,
political stability.
For more than two mondis, scheduling demonstrations
Thaksin's opponents have Wednesday in the southern
been holding growing dem- province of Songkhla and
onstrations, drawing as many Friday in Bangkok.
Recognizing that the election
as 100,000 people in their
attempt to pressure Thaksin would not end the demands
for him to step down, Thaksin
into leaving office.
Thaksin called Sunday's snap offered to set up a neutral "recelection with the intention of onciliation" body comprising
disarming his critics with a fresh three former prime ministers,
mandate from voters who last three former supreme court
year awarded his Thai Rak Thai chiefs and three former heads
— Thai Love Thai — party 377 of Parliament to judge whether
of the 500 seats in the House of he should resign.
Representatives.
The three parliamentary
PRIME MINISTER, PAGE 6

Prime minister
elections spark
protests in Thailand

PatDorsman BGNews
MAKING MAGIC: Will Roegge films as Jarod Rosenacker explains to Jennifer Cole how she should portray the next scene. Brian Watts
works the sound and Any Wright handles the marker. The group used the upstairs of Easy Street Cafe to film their final project for
their film class. The film's entitled "In an Instance."

Two children killed in SUV fire
Father suspected of
starting fire, leaving
kids in flaming vehicle
By Peter Prengaman
IHE ASSOCIMED PRESS

I.OS ANGELES — The father

(ii two young children found
burned beyond recognition in

a sporl utility vehicle will be
booked on suspicion of murder,
police said Monday.
Dae Kwon YIIII. f>4, was found
near the SUV with severe burns
on his fate, hands and legs,
atilhoi it ies said. I le was taken to
a hospital, where he was listed in
critical condition Mondav.

Yun and his wife had been evening, the police statement
separated for about two weeks, said. Witnesses told police they
and he was living out of his vehi- saw Yun arguing in Korean with
his daughter outside the family's
cle, authorities said.
"Detectives believe the vehicle in a downtown alley.
The SUV erupted into flames
killings were related to the
estrangement of Yun and just moments after Yun forced
his wife," a police statement the girl into the vehicle then
sat in (he front passenger seat
released Monday said.
Police believed the victims himself, police said. As the car
were 11-year-old Ashley and burned from the inside, Yun
10-year-old Alexander, but posi- opened the door and rolled out,
tive identification was difficult the statement said.
It wasn't clear whether Yun
because the bodies were so
had intended to kill himself
severely b jrned.
The children had planned along with hischildren and then
to go to the movies with their changed his mind, said police
father on Sunday, and their Detective Vic Pietrantoni.
"We need to talk to the father
mother expected them back that

to find out what he was thinking," he said.

firefighters reached the SUV
about 4:45 p.m. and discovered
the bodies after extinguishing
the fire, said Brian Humphrey, a
fire department spokesman.
Yun's wife, Ok Ma Sun, owns a
small business near the scene of
the blaze, authorities said. She
told police that her husband
may also have been distraught
over a gambling debt.
Eunice Kwak, 41, who works at
a shop across the street, recalled
that Yun's wife had said Yun had
beaten her in the past. But Kwak
said she never witnessed any
physical violence herself.

USG wants new committee

Funds will benefit the city

campus renovations, calls for
USG has not decided whether
eight new outdoor courts to be or not to support the proposal
open for everyone to play on. built at the end of July- But the just yet. But last night they did
By offering memberships, les- eapitol improvement
confirm their support
sons and a year-round facility to plan, though it will
of a different issue.
community members Wiseman not require a fee, will
The body voted in
hopes it will be an asset to a lot not include any indoor
favor of the formation of
of people aside from the nine courts or additional
a university committee
varsity women players.
which would deal with
facility for the commu"I his is not just about BG ath- nity.
veteran affairs, legislaletics, it's for the community,"
Sen. Tom Bethany
tion that is also being
Wiseman said. "We want to does not think the addidiscussed in Graduate
-IT tennis become a part of the
tion to the tennis plan JAY WISEMAN Student Senate.
should be a priority.
And time is running
BG community."
ASSISTANT
I he plan isan,ulil it ion to what
"Residence halls and
out for this year's USG
COACH
the University alreadj plans to the Rec center need to
to pass any more legdo for the tennis program. The be renovated before the
islation since the eleceapitol improvement plan, the tennis courts," he said. "And it tions for next year's body begin
University's long term plan for may not be feasible right now."
on Mondav the 10th.

HOME IMPROVEMENT, FROM PAGE 1

COURTS, FROM PAGE 1

This funding is especially
helpful for smaller towns in the
area, according to Zanfardino,
who chairs the Community
Improvement Committee. That
committee brought the resolution before Council.
"It's the kind of funds that are
particularly urgent to towns like
Portage that don't have the budget like Bowling Green," he said.
According to Zanfardino,
through the CDBG, the city
also does an external survey of
homes, looking for some that
may be substandard. This may
include external observations

Zanfardino said.
Frost sees the funding project
as a benefit to both residents
and the city.
"I know that people take
advantage of it," he said. "1 think
it's a good way for people to
make upgrades to their home."
At the meeting last night,
Council also made an
JOHN ZANFARDINO, WARD 2
amendment to the ordinance
REPRESENTATIVE
regarding duties of the city
like paint chipping or gutters planning director.
in need of repair. This informaAlso approved was an ordition from CDBG is then used nance that enters the city utilias a resource for developing the ties director into an agreement
CIIIS survey.
with JFD Services, IXC and
"Without doing die survey, we Strawberry Fields Investments,
couldn't get the CDBG funding," LLC for electric and sewer.

"It's the kind of
funds that are
particularly urgent
to towns like
Portage that don't
have the budget..."

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
CREENBRIAR, INC.

Sign a 12 or 9 month lease with Winthrop Terrace
or Summit Terrace apartments
by May 1 and have a chance to win a

$1000, $750, $500 or $250 Visa Gift Card!
Come by and see what we have to offer:
Two pools • Private shuttle to campus
Heat, water, and high speed internet included
Prizes are per apartment. All roommates must sign a lease by May 1.
Lease must run thru April 30, 2007. Drawing will be May 2.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts.
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: M-F 9:00-5:00, Sat 10-2, Sun 12-3

Phone: (4191-352-9135

i

445 F.asl Minister St. • 352-0717
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NEW PORTABLE COMPUTER HITS THE MARKET

CAMPUS

(U-WIRE) — Ultra-Mobile PCs are a new class of
computer that is optimized for mobility. With a screen
size of 7 inches or less, Ultra-Mobile PCs can be slipped
into a purse or a small bag for ultimate portability. A
touch-screen, a tablet pen, and a D-pad give you a
variety of input options while you are on the move.

KAYAKING AT THE REC

Podcasting serves as
study aid for students
Professors record lectures, guest speakers for iPods
zes or tests.

By Douane D. James
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENIINU (KRT)

Colleen Redmond BGNews

RECREATIONAL FUN: Dixon Marten participates in a kayak class al the rec with two instructors
from the American Canoe Association. The Rec offers two kayaking classes are per year.

get a
life

calendar of events

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Teacher Job Fair
Perry Field House
10 a.m.- Noon
The Jump Off
Sponsored by Dry Dock.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Sexual Assault Awareness info
table
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Box City Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Habitat for
Humanity
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Public Health Recruitment
MUO, along with Public and
Allied Health Services., will
be recruiting for Master level
programs of the NW Ohio
Consortium for Public Health
and the Master of Science in
Occupational Health.
Union Lobby
Noon - 3:30 p.m.
"The Show"
Talent show ticket sales sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Union Lobby
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
White Rose Week
Sponsored by Kappa Delta
Union Lobby
3 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Walt Disney World info table
Sponsored by the Walt Disney
World College Program Alumni
Union Lobby
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Race Against AIDS info table
Sponsored by Kenya 5K Benefit

Run
Union Lobby
6 p.m.
Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet
— a documentary film
206 Union Theater
8 p.m.
Worlds In Your Wallet
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation suggested. For more info call (419)
372-2421
112 Physical Sciences Bldg.
8 p.m.
Jazz Lab Band
Part of Jazz Week 06. Free and
open to the public. For more
info contact Robero Prince at
robero@bgsu.edu
Moore Musical Arts Center,
HobackerHall

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007

Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Broward Community College
students soon may be able to get
their education "on demand."
The school is experimenting
with podcasting, a new digital
technology thai allows students
to download lectures and other
course material for listening on
the go.
"Often a student will miss
a class and ask, 'What did I
miss?'" said speech professor
Robert Buford, who is leading
the effort at BCC. "Well, it's a
one-hour class. You can't put
that in an e-mail. But you can
with a podcast."
BCC has ordered new equipment to meet the demand for
audio and video recording and
digital storage. Buford recently
began conducting workshops to
train interested faculty and estimates more will begin podcasting in the fall.
Palm Beach Community
College has also started to use
podcasts. but Florida Atlantic
University, the University of
Miami and Miami-DadeCollege
are still exploring the idea.
Joseph Azalino, a Boca Raton
pre-med student at PBCC, said
lie downloads biology lectures
and either transfers the files to
a compact disc or to his iPod, a
portable digital media player.
"You can listen to it anytime
you want," said Azalino, 21.
He said he likes to replay
biology lectures before quiz-

"It's another way to refresh
my mind," he said, adding he
also studies class notes. "It's the
ultimate review."
Administrators brush off the
idea thai putting course material online would make students
more likely to miss class. Rather,
podcasts can be a study aid by
allowingstudcntstoreviewvvhat
they heard in class, said Celeste
Beck, a PBCC provost and chief
of the Boca Raton campus.
For many students, it helps to
hear material more than once,
she said.
Through podcasting, a microphone and Internet connection
are all that's needed to create
digital audio.
The files are typically converted to the universal MP3
format, which anyone can
download to a computer or
transfer to an il'od or any other
portable MP3 player.
College students today expect
to use new computer-based
technology, Buford said, and "if
we don't keep up with thi'in. we
become dinosaurs."
PBCC also will podcast college news and replay recordings
of guest speakers and special
events.
"This is really brand new, and
we're floored at all the excitement," Beck said.
Jeannine Burgess, PBCC's
director of instructional technology, said as many as one
quarter of the faculty could

begin podcasting in some form
in the next year.
BCC'sdirectorol instructional
technology, Russ Adkins, called
podcasting "a very interesting
experiment."
Whether it grows in popularity depends on how fast technology develops, Adkins said.

It could really lake off if
it becomes commonplace to
gel podcasts via cell phones,
he said.
"Everybody might not have
an M P3 player, but I hey all have
cell phones, "he said.
BCC supports blending
new technology into courses.
Adkins said, but will allow faculty to choose for themselves
whether the) want to participate in podcasting.

Reclaimingithe
Join us for a
discussion of civic
participation in
America.
Interact with a panel of
notable public officials

Wednesday, April 5
6:00-9:00 PM
Olscamp 10 IB
[Ouosbons? Contact mburtey@ftgsu edu

GET YOUR MASTERS OR PHD IN
SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
OR TOURISM AND
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT!
Temple University's School of Tourism and Hospitality
Manaoement offers Graduate decrees in two major areas
of concentration: Tourism and Hospitality Manaoement and
Sport and Recreation Administration, in one of the fastest
developino regions for Tourism, Hospitality, Sport and
Recreation in the United States
Master in Tourism and Hospitality Management - prepares you for careers in:
• Tourism Research

• Tourism Promotion and Marketino

• Convention Manaoement
• Hotel Administration

ONCE A FALCON,
ALWAYS A FALCON *1P t
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD-r
2006-2007 Award Application
Deadline: Friday, April 14.2006
3 Awards at $ 1,500 each.
The Student Alumni Connection (SAC) is the
bridge between Students. Alumni, and the
community of BGSU. We strive to instill pride in
BGSU and our MNH by developing opportunities to
enhance knowledge, professionalism, and leadershij

Any Continuing full-time BGSU student is eligible
to apply for this award.You must be a full-time
undergraduate student for the 2006-07 academic
year (registered for a minimum of 12 credit hours
per semester). Please return 5 copies of your
scholarship application and essay response no
later than 5:00pm. Friday, April 14.2006 to:
SAC Scholarship
Mileti Alumni Center
Bowling Green State University
Apptcactoro at vaaUMt at *• Ak*nn«
AiKKUoon i watnitc www.bfluikjmol.com
Wlm*.. —I b. announrad.. B^ooO 8C or> Monday. Apfl M 1006
Bayond BC w« uha pUcf In eh* Grand laaVoom at the
•owwt-Thompton Student Union from ■ to 10 pm
Wlnnan mm ba prawn 10 n»c*n* tnair award

■a\*araMI*-17Z-4«49
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• am
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• Event Leadership

Management Inc.
The Jungle
120 N. Prospect
Two 2 hdrms left
675/mo + Utilities
Close to Campus & Downtown

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Enterprise House
I \A N. Enterprise
Two I bdrms left
Starting at $3S0/mo + Utilities
Close lo Campus and Downtown

Master of Education in Sport and Recreation Administration
prepares you for careers in:
• Athletic Administration

• Professional Sports

• Sport Promotion and-Marketing
• Arena and Stadium Manaoement
• Recreation and Leisure Services Manaoement

Also offerino a PhD in Business Administration
Management Inc.
While Castle
610 N Main St.
3 bdrm - 2 baths
Can have up to 5 tenants
Remodeled last summer

with a concentration in Tourism oiven in conjunction with
The Fox School of Business at TemDle University
Competitive oraduate assistantshios also available!
Rollino admission dates!

s&m
Office
Mom St
Of check website
www.meccobq.com
for complete listing

Fat infatuation
call 215 -1M-8701 or visit www.temDle.edu/sthm
Apply online at wwwJapph.epVpradipp

School of Tourism
and Hospitality Management
mou uNrvBMm»
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OPINION

"You can wash the outside of the cup all
you want. If the inside is still unclean,
you're going to have the same problems."
Sen. Torn Cuhurn (R), about the new bipartisan lobbying restrictions

ST.UTKDITOMAI.

Students face DUIs, towing costs
With the continued debacle on
overnight parking near bars. The
lid News is coining hack to an
issue we have addressed oh-soni.im limes.
It's the issue of why the
University should Implement a
late-night bus route that goes
downtown.
According to an article on
today's front page, the downtown
law says no one can park their car
on the street from 3 to 5 am.
'ITiis leaves students with few
options. During the cold winter

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
should add a late-night bus that
runs downtown? Send an e-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.

months — most of the academic
year — walking is a major turnoff, unless you want frostbite.
Designated drivers, while a great
idea, have some inherent prob-

lems as well, like unreliability.
A shuttle certainly wouldn't
reduce the amount students
are drinking, which is what
some administrators at the
University foolishly think they
can curb by limiting the availability of safe transportation
options. But a downtown route
would make it easier for students to get home without
injuring anyone in the process.
It would also help to alleviate
problems between police and
students by cutting down on the

?nr
JIJ

TERS TO THE EDITOR

Music choice
qualifies as
free speech
In a recent opinion article in
The BG News entided "Mature
Your Musical Taste," author
George Valko seemed to have
forgotten this is America.
1 lore people are given a free
voice to state their opinions,
no matter how absurd. Valko
got his opportunity and I
applaud him for utilizing his
l-'irst Amendment right as an
American citizen.
But that's all the applauding
I'll give. When I first took a look
at the title of his work I thought
maybe he has something here,
but the more I examined the
article I realized this opinion
seemed to be a complete slam
on anyone who didn't have
similar believes to Valko.
I 'v began his article widl a
blast on persons who chose to
watch American Idol instead of
the Winter Olympics.
Now granted I'm not a big
American Idol enthusiast, but I
understand people can choose
to watch what they want.
By pointing his finger at
these people saying "you're not
mature" it demonstrates that
he has forgotten they have the
same First Amendment right
to choose as him. it also demonstrates that he isn't mature
enough to understand that
choices are what makes life so
great or shall I say grand.
I lis pointing of the linger
didn't stop there. He had to
attack people's musical prefer-

ence as well; saying persons
who listen to artists such as 50
Cent, I ml,ii iis. Kelly Clarkson
or Linkin Park need to start
growing up.
The type of music doesn't
demonstrate the maturity level
of a person; rather it's the person who determines that.
As an educated person I
believe W8 all should be able to
embrace the fact that music is
art. But it doesn't mean we have
to personally enjoy every type of
music on the market
It's wrong to assume people
get their musical preference
only because MTV boosts a
certain artist or group. I don't
get my musical preference from
watching a TV network.
On his comment on the
Billboard 100, if he really studied music he would know most
album sales don't come from
college students. We are a generation that is dominated by
downloading music from the
Internet. Rather it's our parents
who purchase a lot of music
because they have the monetary funds necessary to afford
music albums.
If you seriously have a problem with what people choose
to watch on their TV or listen
to on their CD players, then
you know what you can do
— DONT LISTEN.
We all have choices, but making people feel as if they're mentally immature based on those
choices demonstrates die level
of maturity that is possessed by
those who attempt to oppress.

Publicity is
great, but don't
forget specifics

GREG DAVIS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

DAYNAHERRINGTON
FACULTY

davisgt^'bgsu.edu

daynalf@bgsu.edu

I would like to thank the BG News
for its coverage of the conversation partner program in the article
"Hanging out is hard to do with
no solid translation," printed in
the Monday, April 3 edition.
The added promotion and support for this ongoing and popular
cross-cultural activity is greatly
appreciated. However, die article
does not mention who sponsors
the conversation partner program
or who to contact about it
The Cross Cultural
Conversation Connection is
run by the English as a Second
Language Program and is offered
each fall and spring semester for
interested students, faculty and
members of the community. The
program pairs up international
students and Americans to be
conversation partners.
I would also like to make one
correction to the article that
Nicoletta Laura Cismas is the
Graduate Assistant who has successfully coordinated the program
die past two academic years, but
is not the "graduate coordinator."
Anybody interested in participating in the CCCC for fall 2006 may
contact the ESL Program Office
in 218 East Hall at 372-8205 or
e-mail cccc@bgnet.bgsu.edu. We
look forward to the continued
support of the Bowling ('ireen
community in this endeavor.

number of student cars being State worked hard to make the unacceptable.
Money can be found if BGSU
towed when they're left on the idea of a "drunk bus" accepted by
their administrators, and at NIU a leaders want to find it Students
streets overnight.
The University of Toledo has small portion of student fees fund can pay $7 extra each semester
recently adopted such a shuttle late-night routes on Friday and to benefit from Student Legal
Services. USG has batted around
route, which allows students to Saturday.
Back in late November the rhe idea of a $10 charge for each
ride die bus all night for just SI.
Their program is just in the University's public safety direc- student that would help fund
experimental phase, but it's still tor told Undergraduate Student shuttle services.
So regardless of what the city
better than the solution students Government that his department wouldn't be able to afford wants to do with their 3 to 5 am.
have here.
Examples of late-night shuttle a downtown bus route, nor towing rule, The BG News calls
success can be found at both Kent would they wa it to, for fear of on student leaders to press the
University to reconsider a down"liability issues."
State and Northern Illinois.
These reasons are completely town shuttle route.
The student senate at Kent

PEOPLE Presidents rating
0NTHE STREET fails, shows failure

Does the president's
rating say anything
about our government
or our society?

>
ARMOND HARRIS
SOPHOMORE, CRIMINAL
JUSTICE

"Just shows he has
bad credibility"

AMANDA
BELCHER
Opinion Columnist
Please someone wake me
from this nightmare.
Is it true that almost 60
percent of us disapprove of the
most powerful person in the
country and arguably the world?
The person who is capable of
so much has done so little right in
the eyes of the American people.
The person who has the power
to change the world for the better has already caused so much
i k Mil i and ili-si n II -tii HI.
According to CBS News, only
34 percent of the nation approves
of how President Bush is doing,
and only 18 percent have a favorable view ofVice President Dick

Cheney

CHAD FRANK
FACULTY, H20

"Opinions are easily
swayed. One day they
agree with something,
the next they agree
with something else."

ASHLEY DOUGLAS
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

"People agreed with
his ideas, but when
carried out they
weren't pleased with
the consequences."

GREG KUNTZ

FRESHMAN, BUSINESS
"Our society doesn't
like to deal with conflict, when we do, it's
blamed on the
president."

Between the war, social security, unemployment, hurricane
Katrina and many other unflattering issues, Bush has built himself
quite a reputation. To think, the
man the American people supposedly tiiought was "the best
man for die job" turned out to lie
worse than all of those before him.
Except for his dad and Richard
Nixon, who resigned facing
impeachment.
So what's this telling us?
Perhaps it's that the Electoral
(xillege is a sham and isn't electing who we want to represent us.
Well, that may be true considering
he lost in 2000 and still managed
to win the presidency.
Maybe it's telling us a two-party
system doesn't work and no matter what, whoever takes on the
responsibility of president has
50 percent of the nation against
them, I don't believe that.
It could be telling us campaigns aren't working and they
cause candidates to make
promises they never plan on
keeping, shielding us from a truly
informed choice.
I've got it!
It's that democracy as a whole
isn't working and instead of electing someone who will represent
us, we are electing a dictator who
will do as they please
Calm down, I'm not a communist.
What I would like to know is,
how can a person who promotes
democracy around the world as
the only means to a productive
and prosperous country, operate
outside democracy himself?
"You know, 1 know people make
a big deal out of these things. If I
worried about polls I would be...
I wouldn't be doing my job And
I fully understand that when you

do hard things it creates consternation at times, and you know,
I've been up in the polls and I've
been down in the polls and, you
know, it's just part of life," stated
by George Bush as taken from
ABC Online.
Pollsters such as Gallup are
obvious representations of
the people. They are unbiased,
bipartisan entities that poll
everything and everyone. This
shows they're a true representation of the people.
Polls should be the most useful
tool for a president and any other
elected official. Polls shouldn't be
used to simply as a means to get
reelected.
A president who ignores
polls and says if he were to pay
them attention, he "wouldn't be
doing his iiih is calculating.
It opens the door to crass decisions motivated by personal
bias and agenda.
Thirty-two percent of the
people approve of how Bush has
responded to hurricane Katrina
Thirty percent approve of how
he's handling the war on Iraq, yet
nothing has changed and it's still
going on
Forty-three percent approve
of how he's handling "the war
on terror." Isn't that supposed
to be his strong point? Isn't that
supposed to be why we're in
Iraq? Wasn't he the one that even
made that saying up?
Why have we elected a man
that even campaigned on the
fact il uii he makes decisions
quickly and follows through
without delay? It's understandable that we need a leader who
will make decisions, but we
should lie embracing a leader
who makes the decisions for us,
not for themselves. A leader who
doesn't ignore our concerns and
pays at in it ii in to the majority
view not the minority agenda
Bush is failing He's taken his
role as a free-for-all. He's successfully completed his agenda
ignoring the American people.
He's ignored our cries to end the
war on Iraq after it began on still
unclear reasoning He has racked
up an astonishing deficit of more
than $8 trillion According to NPR
Bush has put us into the highest
debt percentage since 1955 when
we were paying off war bonds. He
hasn't even responded adequately
in times of crisis. A congressional report on hurricane Katrina
found that the response to it a
"failure of leadership."
You hired him, now why not
fire him?
Send comments to Amanda at
amandjb@lbgsu.edu.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowiing
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induoed tor verification
purposes. IVIMHI.I1 attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAJL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of "The BG News.
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Tensions rise, former
governor awaits results
Changes to jury may
affect racketeering
verdict, experts say
By Alan Ednnn
U-WIK

DEKALB, IU. — As the George
Ryan racketeering case verdict
nears, tension is mounting for the
jury to reach a decision.
Former Illinois Governor
Ryan is accused of steering state
contracts and leases to friends,
including co-defendant Larry
Warner, in exchange for such
things as gifts and use of a vacation home. Ryan's defense claims
the gifts did not affect the contract decisions and claims there
was no fraud.
According to Northern Illinois
University political science
Professor Brendon Swedlow, racketeering laws are broad, designed
to get people who don't have
direct criminality and that the
claims are usually a last resort.
If the contracts were given to
Larry Warner and others based on
the gifts, Ryan would be charged
with racketeering.

"Giving Icontractsl to a buddy certainty.
rather than the best person
"The defense will tryand create
is what makes it illegal," said reasonable doubt of the crimes
William Schroeder, a Southern he's being accused of," Swedlow
Illinois University law professor.
said.
The recent jury cha nge helped
Schroeder said there is a good
Ryan's defense, experts say. ch jnce he will get convicted.
Two jurors were
"I hope he's conreplaced by altervicted. I'd say I have
"Giving
nates this week,
percent guess he
Icontractsl awill70 be,"
and the jury have
he said. "The
restarted deliberato a buddy jurors have been out for
tions anew, which
— I hope it's
... person is anotwhile
previously had lastbecause of another
ed over a week.
what makes juror problem," he said.
"The jury issue
Robert Pritchard (Rit illegal." Hinkley,
creates possibility of
III.) has not
a mistrial," Swedlow
formed a general opinBRANDON
SWELDOW
said. 'The defense
ion of t he case, but says
PROFESSOR
only needs to conhe is sure "the courts
vinceone juror Ryan
are handling it fine."
is innocent."
Pritchard did note
According to Swedlow, in that he is disappointed with the
Ryan's and most racketeering ethics laws in Illinois.
cases, the defense only needs to
"It is 'pay to play' in this
prove "reasonable doubt," which state, which is ethically wrong,"
is a methodology for interpreting Pritchard said.
the facts with the law — reasonPay-to-play refers to system
able doubt asks the jurors, "Based where the government will only
on critical analysis, do the facts award contracts to those commatch up to a conviction?"
panies or individuals that have
It does not describe absolute made contribution campaigns.
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Students fail to use proper
grammer, spelling in e-mails
Despite convenience,
e-mail can leave a
negative impression
By Rachel Gorr
U-HIRE

DEKALB, IU. — With seemingly
the whole world centered on the
Internet, it is no surprise e-mail
has fast become a popular form
of communication. However,
some students fail to realize how
they come off in an e-mail and
that it can have a negative or
positive affect on how they are
perceived by professors and can
even affect grades.
"Many students have no
idea how their e-mails read,"
said Man in Mill, Northern
Illinois University professor of
business administration. "Do
they ever use spell check? Do
they use nouns and verbs in a
consistent manner? Alas, God
did not create everyone equal.
One week of reading student
e-mails will demonstrate this
to all concerned."
While e-mail does allow students to contact teachers outside of class, some fail to use

proper English, punctuation or priate e-mails.
tone. The failure to do so may
"For example, T missed
lower the professor's opinion of class today. Did you cover anythe student and can even be thing important?'" Hill said.
found offensive by professors
"This is a mass lecture where
"My biggest gripe about stu- we never, never take roll. The
dent e-mails is the lack of atten- response: 'No, we didn't cover
tion paid to basic grammar and anything important, just went
spelling," said Kay l-orest, asso- in and talked about unimportciate professor and chair of the ant material that we intend to
sociology department. "Sloppy include on the exam.'"
e-mails read like sloppy papers
No matter how perfect the
or poor exams. This is especially grammar, how eloquent the
defeating when the student is salutation or how professional
requesting leniency in grading the signature, not all questions
en some other reconsideration are best suited for e-mail. This
of his or her course performance is why, in this information age,
or a job recommendation."
professors still hold office hours
Students should pay atten- and allow questions in class.
tion to the appropriateness of
"Anything that takes me lonthequestions.Questionstoo in- ger than five minutes to answer,
depth should have been asked however, triggers a request for
in class, or were answered in a face-to-face meeting," Forest
class and have no place in said. "I often find that a brief
professor e-mails, said Eorest. meeting after class can resolve
Requesting lecture notes or most issues that exceed e-mail
asking about the importance of treatment, particularly when
a missed lecture also are com- I need to ask follow-up quesplaints of professors.
tions Generally I reserve office
While I lill does not have spe- appointments for conversations
cific guidelines lor his students about a student's grade in the
to follow when e-mailing him, course or other confidential
he has received many inappro- information."

Students spend spring break cleaning up the aftermath of Katrina
Volunteers help give
families a fresh start,
have fun camping out
By Michelle Gilbert
U - WlRt

DEKALB, 111. — Nine members
of Northern Illinois Universityarea Immanuel Lutheran Church
spent Spring Break cleaning up
homes affected by Hurricane
Katrina.
A week was spent removing
stale, flood-damaged belongings,
electronics and appliances, ripping out sopping wet carpet, tearing down drywall and removing
ceiling fans and lights.
"(Homes were gutted] so the

family could have a fresh start,
and to prepare for the next people to come in and work on the
house, put up new plumbing,
electrical, new everything," said
Stephen Lamb, a senior industrial engineering major and group
member on the trip.

Setting up camp
The military-style, tent-city
kind of camp named Camp
Premier in St. Bernard Parish,
La, had its own culture among
the 1,300 volunteers temporarily
residing in its borders during the
week of March 13.
Camp Premier met our basic
needs.'hie food was amazing, the
showers were nice and the camp

even provided volunteers with
laundry service.
"I love this camp," said Richard
Reinhardt, a junior community
and regional planning major at
Iowa State University. "The food
is awesome, air-conditioned
tents and having a laundry service is nice."
Volunteers found themselves
sometimes wailing in long lines
for the shower after days of gutting homes and sleeping on cots.
they fed on and learned from
other groups originating from
places such as Howard University,
Duke University and other
schools throughout the country.
Volunteer groups also originated
in Montana and Iowa.

Preparing for work
Orientation sessions were
required of volunteers before
starting to work on homes. The
sessions went over processes of
how to gut a house, safety requirements and what to he prepared for,
such as high temperatures, smells,
rats, snakes, spiders and nutria |a
30-pound, rat-like water-loving
animal brought in to Louisiana for
breeding].
Our group found things such
as photo albums, trophies, certificates and other personal belongings All these now-wet belongings
were put into wheelbarrows and
earned out of the house
"You felt like you got to know

them," said lustin Dooley. a group
member and senior accounting major. "You felt empathy far
them and you understand they're
not very different from you."

A unique experience
Even now. six months
after Katrina hit the shores of
lauisiana, many areas are still in
great need of help.
"I see everybody trying to cope,
trying to wake up in the morning and deal with emotions and
struggling to go on with life," said
Steven Gallodoro, a St. Bernard
Parish fire inspector.
Gallodoro also commented
on the lack of decision-making
by local, state and federal lev-

els of government concerning
the Katrina Hurricane disaster. Families are in the situation where they have a limited
amount of money and no flood
insurance.
Homes have to be gutted whether or not the family
decides to come back. Gallodoro
said. Should the family next door
come back, it gives that family
a chance to start over in a clean
environment.
Through hard work and relaxation, the group grew as a team
and made for a really good week.
"Really tired, going back to the
cot, I hope we get food, tater tot,"
rapped lenna Wright, a junior
journalism major.
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Low voter turnout in Thai election
PRIME MINISTER. FROM PAGE 2

BGSU alum will be missed
According to her friend Abibo
Ngandu, Crittendon's brother has
as an AmeriCorps volunteer, based just relumed from serving in the
on campus at the University.
military in Iraq, and they were to
She worked closely with Ed reunite in two weeks,
Newman, from the Wood County
Ngandu has known her for five
Core Program.
years, after meeting Crittendon
"She really enjoyed work- when she first came to the
ing with children, very positive University. They worked togethupbeat person, she just always er at a factory, Molten on North
was in a good mood, always Enterprise. They remained friends
smiling," Newman said.
for years, even dating for a while,
lane Ftosser also worked with he said
Crittendon, whom she called a
"She was the kind of person
"great young person doing great that would think of others before
things in the community."
she would think of herself, everyFUNERAL, FROM PAGE 1

"I want to set up an independent committee to bring together all those with different opinions to find a way forward. If that
committee tells me to quit, then
1 will quit," he said.
Thaksin's foes dismissed his
offer.
"He changes ever)' day. from
national government to reconciliation committee. We can't pay
attention to someone who has
no credibility," scoffed Democrat
spokesman Ong-art.
Thaksin also offered before
WoniKaya-E AP Photo
the voting to include his lead- PEACE MARCH: Peace activists and others perform a meditative walk
ing critics in a postelection under a heavy down pour to the Democracy Monument.
national unity government, an
offer they rejected.
constituencies and with token vened, blocking formation of a
A spokesman for the People's opposition in others. Thaksin's new government.
Many of Thaksin's opponents
Alliance for Democracy, which party was virtually certain to have
has been leading the street pro- no opposition in Pariiament.
hope that in such a case. The
tests, said the Thai leader "has
But minimum turnout 78-year-old monarch, King
little credibility because he has requirements meant that no Bhumibol Adulyadej, would
twisted his words several times,'' winners could be declared in intervene to replace Thaksin.
Financial market analysts,
"We still insist that Thaksin at least 39 constituencies, forcstep down and allow political ing new rounds of local voting. worried that extended political
reforms to take place," Somsak Many legal experts believe that instability could hurt Thailand's
Kosaisook said.
unless all 500 House seats are economy, expressed concern
Running unopposed in many filled. Parliament cannot be con- about the ongoing tensions.

thing she would do was out of the
goodness of her heart." Ngandu
said "Great mother, great friend I
almost fed I know what an angel
looks like."
Editor's note. Crittendon's former co-workers at AmeriCorps am
planning to set up a fund to collect donations pr her son, lavien.
For more information, call Ed
Newman in his office on campus,
419-372-9625.
Services will be held 10 am
Wednesday in Cleveland, at Fifth
Christian Oiurch, 14109 Benwood
Ave.

China open to Dalai Lama visit
By Elaine Kiirtenbacli
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BE1I1NG — China suggested
Monday that it was open to a
visit from the Dalai Lama and to
establishing ties with the Vatican.
The Dalai Lama, exiled spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhists,

announced last month that he
hoped to travel to China on a
pilgrimage. He said envoys had
conveyed his message to officials
in Beijing.
He has repeatedly said he wan ts
autonomy, not independence,
for his Himalayan homeland. But
Beijing has expressed suspicion.
"As long as the Dalai Lima
makes clear that he has completely abandoned Tibetan
'independence,' it is not impossible for us to consider his
visit," said Ye Xiaowen, head
of the State Administration for
Religious Affairs, quoted by the

China Daily.
But Ye said the Dalai Lama "has
failed to deliver a clear message
on his stance."
The Dalai lama fled Tibet in
1959, after communist forces
occupied the region. He hasn't
been back since.
Ye was also quoted by the
government newspaper as saying China and the Vatican are
in contact about normalizing
relations but haven't worked
out a timetable.
The Vatican has said it is
ready to move its embassy from
rival Taiwan.

The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends in technology
teaching and learning.
The series is sponsored by the
Information Technology Committee
(ITC), the Office of the Executive Vice
President and the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.
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Third Frontier
Projects and
Funding Processes

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST.
(across from Taco Belli
Hours: Mon to Fri 8:30 to 5:30,

Carol Wedding, president of
Imaging Systems Technology, Inc.
Thursday, April 6
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
314 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
In recognition of

National Library Workers Day, April 4
Bowling Green State University Libraries
Faculty and Staff dedicated to service.

Previous Tech Trends presentations are
accessible from the DVSS server on
MyBGSU.

Series titles include:
• Copyright and the use of
multimedia in courses
• Laptops for Everyone?
Possibilities and challenges
• Distance LearningTrends, opportunities,
and current statistics
• PodcastingAn Apple® Computer Presentation
To access, log into MyBGSU and from the
Blackboard tab, select "My Video Search"
from the Tools menu. Enter the keyword
"Tech Trends" to see the listing of previous
presentations in this series.
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DOG FETCHES MORE THAN OWNERS WANTED

STOTE

GAHANNA (AP) — A dog out for a walk broke away
from its owners Sunday and discovered human
remains buried at the edge of a creek. Authorities
excavated the skeletal remains yesterday from an area
that is frequendy flooded. Police said the remains are
from a woman who was about 5 feet 7 inches tall.

Nuns
«
"^
ways to grow food

Dental vs. ornamental:
grills getting a bad rap

III I IN, Ohio (AP) —The Seeds of
I lope All Natural Farm is far from
a typical farm.
Nuns operate it along with volunteers who get organic food at
reduced prices. They don't use
pesticides or fertilizers to help ihe
vegetables, herbs and flowers.
"Our bottom line is the health of
the soil," said Sister Rita Wicnkcn,
the farm's director. "We don't grow
the food. Mother Nature grows
the food. We just help her along."
The farm, which is part of
the Franciscan Earth Literacy
Center, an environmental outreach program created in 1994,
has helped build relationships
between the nuns and members
of the community.
"Our common interest was
we liked working outdoors and
having quality produce," he
said |oe Moore, a retired high
school teacher. "Their foray
into community-supported
agriculture has been very successful from the viewpoint of
the families involved."

Dentists say grills can
cause gum disease
and allergic reactions
CI.EVE1.AND (AP) — The hiphop culture is sinking its teeth
into a new fashion trend.
Individual gold-capped teeth
have given way to grills and
fronts — removable mouthpieces made of gold, platinum or
silver and sometimes studded
with jewels.
The trend has been boosted
by hip-hop icons such as Nelly
and rappers like Paul Wall.
After Nelly's 2005 hit "Grill/.,"
which glorifies the trend, young
people all over scrambled to
wrap their chops around a
shiny grill.
lacob Owens, a 17-year-old
South High School student,
snagged a diamond-studded silver grill a couple of months ago
for $200.
"Everybody is getting grills,"
Owens said while hanging out at
the food court at Tower City. He
chose silver to set himself apart.
Owens sheds his grill to eat
and at bedtime, but wears it
for hours at a time to match
his earrings.
The mouthpieces are made
from dental imprints and many
are purchased online. But they
are sold at local outlets too, like
Wired Up at Tower City.
Jeremy McGrew, manager at
the Wired Up kiosk, said business has been booming since
the release of "Grillz."
Generally, tooth imprints are
made and sent to a jeweler who
fashions the fronts and returns
them to the client or retailer where
the items were purchased.
The flashy mouth jewelry
has caught the attention and
concern of the American
Dental Association.
Matthew Messina, a Fairview

lonme Timmons III AP Photo
LET ME SEE YOUR GRILL: John Burks bears his teeth showing individual gold-capped teeth Wednesday,
March 22 in Cleveland. The hip-hop culture is sinking its teeth into a new fashion trend know as grills.

Park dentist and ADA spokesman, said improper use and care
of fronts can result in serious gum
disease or cavities.
Messina has no problem with
the aesthetic aspect of a grill, but
he warns of problems down the
road if they are not kept dean or if
they are bonded to natural teeth.
Snap-on grills do not fit particularly well in and around the
teeth, he said, allowing food and
bacteria to get trapped underneath, which can cause cavities or
other problems like gum disease
or gum recession.

Other dangers include allergic reactions to theap metals
and adverse reactions to jewelry
cleaners, which can bum gums
Messina said.
"The really wealthy who have
diem made of high-quality precious metals, you will have less
allergic reaction." Messina said.
"Someone going more of a cut-

rate route, where tfiey are using
lesser metals, we see a lot more
metal-allergic reaction to more
base metals."
Messina said some vendors
may be unaware that in some
Hates — Ohio included — taking an impression of someone's
mouth is considered dentistry,
which requires a license.

The Sisters of St. I -'rands have
been gardening their property
lor nearly 25 years. They ate
most of what they grew and
donated the rest to the groups
that help the needy.
Last year was the first time
they sold produce to the public
at a stand outside their center.
It became so popular that a
steady line of traffic formed at
the convent.
Carmella's Ristorante in
Camden falls started buying the
nuns' produce two years ago.
Executive chef leff Sites said their
vegetables are bigger, fresher and
tastier than produce he finds elsewhere. "They do a wonderful job.
he said.
The farm is just one way the
nuns spread the earthy values of
the founder of their Franciscan
Order, St, Francis of Assisi, who
was one of the first Roman
Catholic saints credited with
having a strong love of nature
and preaching stewardship of
the Earth.

Suspect in turnpike
shooting goes to court
YOUNGSTOWN. Ohio (AP) — A
Pennsylvania man pleaded not
guilty yesterday to federal charges
that he stalked a millionaire doctor and then shot and killed him
on the Ohio Turnpike last year.
Damian Bradford, 24, of
Monaca, Pa., near Pittsburgh,
was arraigned in U.S. District
Court on a two-count indictment in the death of Gulam
Moonda, 69. He could face life
in prison if convicted.

The suspect allegedly was
romantically involved with the
victim's wife, Donna Moonda. 4(i,
who has not been charged.
Bradford was held by U.S.
marshals after his arraignment
to await a bond hearing April 20
in Youngstown before Magistrate
lodge George 1.1 jmbert.
The victim was shot and killed
when he pulled oil Ihe side of the
turnpike south of Cleveland to
change drivers.

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Now Playing
9 of 12
MW

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
Aggust 4, 2007
714 Eighth. ffA • 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

The lourney
Fatboy Slim
Palookaville

3:37

-0:59

327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
1Q5 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers -1 BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
3 cars. $6
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.
329 E. Wooster Street. #B - 3 BR apartment in a
house. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per
month plus utilities, deposit $620.00. Lease May
13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
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Three Ways to Get Lucky!
1. Win a FREE Apartment for a year
Your key inav be Ihe lucky winner ,

2. Win a $250.00 Best Buy Gift Card
! lor anyorx

'•

I

3. Win a $20.00 Wal-mart Gift Certificate

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWL(3VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Boll)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4 30
www johnnewloverpalestnte com

v»

in our l-shirt on cam,

The Enclave I all

Now Offering at the Enclave II:
9 month Short Term Lease
i
'
Unfurnished 4BR, 4 Bath $325.00 " [P
No Deposit
Restrictions Apply

(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

®

(877)819-6802
www.collegeparkweb.com
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Al-Qaida conspirator eligible for execution
By Matthew Barakat
THE ASSOCIMCD PRESS

Tornado tears
through Tennessee
NEWBERN. Tenn. (AP) —
Miles of ihunderstoniis raged
across rural western Tennessee
Sunday, spinning off tornados,
spewing hail, razing houses
and killing al leasl 27 people.
The worsl of the sionns ran
along a 25-mile path between
the small town of Nowbern.
northeast of Mempis and
Bradford. Most of the damage
was caused by' strong winds
that ripped apart roofs, leveled buildings iuid caused solid
brick homes to crumble.
"Most of the houses, you
cant count. Iliey'rc jusl gone."
said Hoy Childless, who was
part of a church relict crew that
was delivering food and warer
to survivors yesterday.
State Police dispatched
(earns with search dogs to the
area to search for any survivors
thai might be trapped in the
rubble of collapsed buildings.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

AI-KXANDRIA, Va. — A federal
jury found al-Qaida conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui eligible
yesterday to be executed, deciding thai his lies to FBI agents led
directly to at least one death in the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,2001.
"You'll never get my blood. God
curse you all," Moussaoui said
afterward. I le had sat in his chair
and prayed silently as the verdict

was read,
The only person to face
charges in this country in the
nation's worst terrorist assault,
Moussaoui now faces a second
phase of his sentencing trial to
determine if he actually will lie
put to death. That phase is to
begin Thursday morning.
The nine men and three
women ol the jut) will hear testimony on whether the 37-year-old
Frenchman, who was in jail at the
time of the attack, deserves to lx'
executed for his role.
'file testimony will include
families of 9/11 victims who will
describe the human impact of

the al-Qaida mission that flew
four jetliners into the World
Trade Center, the Pentagon and
a Pennsylvania field.
Court-appointed defense lawyers, whom Moussaoui has tried
to reject, will summon experts to
suggest he is schizophrenic after
an impoverishedchildlioodduring
which he faced racism in France
over his Moroccan ancestry.
"By this verdict, die jury has
found thai death is a possible sentence in this case," court spokesman Fd Adams said.
On the key question before
the jurors, they answered yes
on whether at least one victim
died Sept. 11 as a direct result of
Moussaoui's actions.
I lad ihe jury voted against his
eligibility for the death penalty,
Moussaoui would have been sentenced to life in prison.
Rosemary Dillard, whose husband I'ddie died in the attacks,
said she felt a sense of vindication
from the verdict.
"This man has no soul, has
no conscience.'' she .said of
Moussaoui. "What else could we

|M IMMNnS AP Pinto
THE CASE CONTINUES: This artist's rendering shows Zacarias Moussaoui, flanked by security guards, Kenneth
Triccoli, second from right, and Edward MacMahon, right, listening to testimony from Condoleeza Rice.

ask for bill this?"
Abraham Scott, who lost his
wife lattice Marie on 9/11, said:
"I describe him like a dog with
rabies, one that cannot lie aired.
The only cure is to put him or her
to death."
But Scott said he blamed the

government equally "for not acting
on certain indicators dial could
have prevented 9/11 happening."
The jury began weighing
Moussaoui's fate last Wednesday.
During its deliberations, jurors
asked only one question, seeking
a definition of "weapon of mass

destruction." One of the three
convictioas for which Moussaoui
could be executed is conspiracy to
use weapons of mass destruction.
The jurors were told that a plane
used as a missile — the tactic
employed tin Sepl. 11 qualifies
TRIAL, PAGE 9

Military plane crashes,
17 walk away from site
other planes are mounted atop
die fuselage, may explain die
DOVER, Del. — A huge military absence of fire, added Larsen,
cargo plane faltered after take- director of the Institute for
off and belly-landed short of die 1 lomeland Security, a think tank
Dover Air Force Base runway in Arlington, Va.
Some of the crew members
yesterday, breaking apart and
drenching some of the 17 people were able to walk away and
aboard with fuel but causing no none suffered life-threatening
injuries, hospital and military
fire or life-threatening injuries.
"It is a miracle. Absolutely a officials said.
Fourteen were taken to Kent
miracle," said I.t. Col. Mark Ruse,
commander of the base's 436th General Hospital in Dover, and
Air Wing Civil Engineering squad- tiiree were admitted. Some were
ron. "If you look at the condition covered with flammable jet fuel
of that plane and 17 people are and had to be decontaminated
still alive right now — it is abso- in the hospital parking lot before
they could be taken inside.
lutely amazing."
Three others were taken by heliMilitary officials said the C-5
copter to Christiana
Oalaxy, the military's
Hospital in Newark.
largest plane at more "If you look
Larsen said that
than six stories high
at
the
and 247 feet long,
if the crew was able
developed some kind
condition maintain some control of the aircraft, it
of problem soon after
of that
taking off for Spain
was not surprising
plane and that they survived.
about 6:30 a.m. and
attempted to return to
make sure
17 people the"lust
wings are level
the base.
are still
and you are in a
It crashed in an open,
grassy area about a halflanding attitude,"
alive
right
mile short of the runhe said. "The C-5
now — it is is so unique. When
way, breaking in two
behind the cockpit. The
sitting in the
amazing." you're
tail assembly landed
pilot seat, I think
several hundred yards LT. COL. MARK RUSE, your rear end is
436TH AIR WING
away and an engine
about 43 feet above
CIVIL ENGINEERING
was thrown forward by
die ground."
SQUADRON
die impact.
The
plane
"It looks like it kind of
belonged to the
slid along the ground almost like a 436th Airlift Wing, but was
water landing of sorts," Ruse said. being flown by a reserve crew
Details of the problem were not from the 512th Airlift Wing, a
immediately released. But there reserve unit. Capt. lohn Sheets
was no fire or explosion, and pilots of the Air Mobility Command at
familiar with the C-5 say its sheer Scott Air Force Base in Illinois,
size — roughly that of a football said there was one active-duty
field — likely contributed to the airman, a flying crew chief,
fact that there were no deaths
from the 436th on board as part
"It's like being in a four-story of the "blended crew."
building," said retired Col. Randall
Sheets said two Air Force panLarsen, a former C-5 pilot who els will investigate the crash. A
described the plane as one of the safety board will try to determine whether any issues need
safest in Air Force history.
The crew did""a miraculous job" to be addressed immediately
handling die situation, said I lans to prevent additional crashes.
Reigle, a former C-5 flight instruc- An accident investigation board
tor at Dover.
will conduct an in-depth invesThe fact diat die fuel is stored tigation that could take two to
in the wings, which unlike many three months.
By Randall Chase
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road
»ONLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments

LARGEST BEDROOMS
PRIVATE BATHROOMS
BRAND NEW FURNITURE

+ $1000

What more could you ask for?
2057 NAPOLEON RD WWW.COPPERBEECHTOWNHOMES.COM 419.353.3300

L
■'.-■...•''.'

• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Sile
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Elmo battles development experts
New costs pop up at airport Groups
reject Sesame

Airlines charging
for pillows, meals to
balance cheap flights
By Leslie Miller
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - Ask for a
pillow and blanket lo help get
through a long flight and you
may be out of luck. Or you may
be able to buy a "comfort package" from Air Canada for $2.
Like to check your luggage
curbside? That could cost up to
S3 a bag.
Airlines are starting to
charge for many services that
once were free — such as
assigned seating, paper tickets
and blankets.
Air travelers who don't
fly often may be in for some
unpleasant surprises when
they reach the airport
this summer.
"They're going to be confused and they're going to be

somewhat upset," said Kevin
Mitchell, president of the
Business Travelers Coalition.
"Is it going to stop them from
flying? No."
Intense competition from
low-fare airlines along with
high jet-fuel prices have led
many established carriers to
cut back or charge passengers
for amenities.
Many airlines no longer
serve meals on flights, instead
charging for snack boxes and
sandwiches.
Sharon Ansara, a government supervisor from
El Paso, Texas, flew an
American Airlines flight
from Dallas to Washington
yesterday morning.
"We didn't even get peanuts,"
she said after the 2-1/2 hour
flight. "They offered us a snack
pack for S4. It stinks."
American spokesman Tim
Wagner said that passengers
have made it clear that their

first priority in buying an airline ticket is price. The company offers a la carte services
— such as snack packs — for
those willing to pay for them.
Air Canada, which recently
emerged from bankruptcy,
decided against eliminating
pillows and blankets, as some
airlines have done. Instead,
the airline decided to give
passengers the choice of buying an inflatable pillow and
a light fleece blanket for $2,
according to spokeswoman
Isabelle Arthur.
There are limits to what passengers will pay for.
American Eagle, which
flies commuter flights for
American, experimented in
January with charging passengers for soft drinks.
"They evaluated customer
response," Wagner said. "The
customer response was, 'No,
we don't want to pay SI for a
soft drink."'

Fate of terrorist to be decided
TRIAL. FROM PAGE 8

as a weapon of mass destruction.
Moussaoui pleaded guilty
last April to conspiring with alQaida to hijack aircraft and other
crimes. At the time, he denied
being part of the 9/11 plot, say-

ing he was being trained for a
separate attack, but he changed
his story when he took the stand
and claimed he was to have flown
a hijacked airliner into the White
House that day.
Moussaoui was in jail at the
time of the attacks, but prosecu-

tors argue federal agents would
have been able to thwart or at
least minimize the attacks if he
had revealed his al-Qaida membership and his terrorist plans
when he was arrested and interrogated by federal agents.

Workshop's videos for
very young children
By David Crary
(Hi ASSOCIATE D PRESS

NEW YORK — The creators of
"Sesame Street" are releasing a
new line of videos today targeted for children as young as six
months, outraging some childdevelopment experts who feel no
form of TV or video is suitable for
kids under 2.
The DVDs — pan of a series
called "Sesame Beginnings"—are
intended to be watched by parents
along with (heir small children.
Sesame Workshop developed the
shows with help of experts from
Zero to Three, a well-regarded
nonprofit advocacy group.
Despite that prestigious partnership, the project has drawn
fire from other experts who note
that the American Academy
of Pediatrics advises against
TV viewing for children under

IheoWario AP Photo

BABY TV: This photo shows the stars of a new series, "Sesame Beginnings"
Baby Elmo, his dad Louie, Baby Bird, and his auntie Nani Bird.

2. They fear the Sesame brand
and Zero to Three's endorsement
will convince many parents
their infants would benefit from
watching videos.
"There is no evidence lhatscreen
media is beneficial for babies
and growing evidence it may be
harmful," said the Boston-based
Campaign for a Commercial-Free
Childhood. "'Sesame Beginnings'

will encourage babies' devotion
to TV characters that have been
licensed to promote hundreds of
other products."
There already is a huge market for videos aimed at infants:
"Teletubbies" has been on the air
for nearly a decade, sometimes
drawing similar criticism, and The
Walt Disney Co.'s Baby Einstein
products are very lucrative.

The B6 News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

['
Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission

Semester Leases
*OLV

^m

'

w*UMi
GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER
www.greenbriarrentals.com

• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or I PC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

QMD&MftM^

UNIVERSITY

bookstore!

B&O/S.T.A.R...2006

@THE B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION

•aduatkm

StartThinkings About

FAIR

Wednesday, April 5th
10am -7pm
Thursday, April 6th
10am -5pm

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room, 2nd floor

Raffle
Pr'ues

DAT E: Wednesday April 12, 2006
I1^1 E: o:ooa.m.-3:oop.m.
LOCATION: Union Ballroom
FOR: Students, faculty, staff, and
community members.

Purchase your cap and gown at the
graduation fair
Order personalized graduation announcements
and have them printed on site

Over 50 Health Exhibitors

Order class rings
Purchase diploma frames
Order your Key yearbook

Everything you
need to graduate.,
all in one place!

Purchase graduation keepsakes and frames
Purchase alumni apparel and imprinted gifts
Pick up graduation tickets
Other organizations and services
represented at the Grad Fair
And much more...
Drawing for raffle prizes
Special package discounts

GREEN

STATE

Blood Pressure

Body Fat Testing

Cholesterol-$5.oo
(Bursar/cash)

Come to the Health Fair to get your
Student Insurance Q's Answered!

U
BOWLING

Screenings and Services:

UNIVERSITY

Sponsored by: Student Health Service
Wellness Connection

'
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IRAN TESTS NEW, MORE POWERFUL TORPEDO
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran successfully tested its second
new torpedo in as many days yesterday, the weapon to be
unveiled during war games in the Gulf that the military
said are aimed at preparing the country's defenses
against the United States. A spokesman suggested the
torpedo was more powerful than others in its arsenal.

WORLD

Rice expects Iraq to stabilize quickly Documents disclose
Condoleezza and British counterpart optimistic after meeting Iraqis
By Anne Gearan
THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS

BAGHDAD—The United States
and Britain expect Iraq toquickl\ restrain militias anil unify
around a stable government.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice and her British counterpart said yesterday in a visit
meant to resonate both In Iraq
and at home.
Rice and British Foreign
Secretary lack Straw met with
nearly all of Iraq's squabbling
factions over two days of unusually hard-edged diplomacy. Rice

stayed overnight to make the
point that security is improving
despite relentless violence that
has eroded public support in
the United States for a war now
in its fourth year.
iirst and foremost, the purpose of this trip is to encourage and to urge the Iraqis to do
what t he Iraqis must do because
the Iraqi people deserve it," Rice
said. "But yes, the American
people, the British people ...
need to know that everything
is being done to keep progress
moving."

Two-thirds of Americans say
they do not approve of President
Bush's handling of the war, and
a large percentage say it has not
been worth the sacrifice. More
than 2,000 Americans have
died in Iraq since the toppling
of Saddam Hussein in 2003, and
the war has cost billions more
than anticipated.
A car bomb exploded near a
Shite mosque in northeastern
Baghdad yesterday, killing at
least 10 people. Four American
troops were killed by hostile I ire
in the volatile Anbar province,

and at least five U.S. Marines
died when a military truck
rolled over in a flash flood in
the same province. Three others were missing.
Sectarian violence has escalated since a Feb. 22 bombing of
a Shiite shrine in Samarra.
Rice said she and Straw
repeated a strong message
that the next government has
to curb the power of sectarian
militias, which are blamed for
much of the current wave of
IRAQ, PAGE 11

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer a Fall 2006
Staffs
•Reporters
♦ Web Staff
•Staff Editors
'Copy Editors
• Opinion Colomnists
• Photographers
NEWS
•Graphic Designers

BG

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

secretly held prisoners

By Andrew Selsky
THE

ASS0CIAICD PRESS

CUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL
BASE, Cuba — In 2,733 pages
of declassified documents
released yesterday to The
Associated Press, men accused
of helping terrorist groups or
Afghanistan's former Taliban
regime pleaded for freedom
while U.S. military officers often
painstakingly tried to find holes
in their stories.
'Fhe previously classified
transcripts were the second
batch of (,ii,nil,in.IMIII Bay
detainee hearings released by
the Pentagon in response to a
lawsuit by the AP They identified more of the prisoners
who have been secretly held
without charges for up to four
years while the U.S. military
determines how dangerous
they may be.
Most of the men said they
wen- innocent and would postno threat if set free.
Zie Ul Shah, a Pakistani
accused of being a driver for
the Taliban, said he hated his
American raptors at first but
his feelings softened after he
learned about the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
"In die beginning 1 did not
like Americans at all," Shall said.
"I had never seen Americans.
In the beginning when I came
here the interrogations were
tough and I started hating them
more, but then ... someone
showed me pictures from 9/11.
Then I realized they have a right
to be angry. My hate towards

Americans was gone."
Some 715 prisoners have
passed through the ceils of
the U.S. military base since it
began receiving men captured
in the U.S. war on terror more
than four years ago. Pentagon
spokesman Bryan Whitman
said 490 of them are now held
at the base, which hugs the arid
southeastern shores of Cuba.
Whitman told reporters at the
Pentagon that authorities have
gained a wealth of knowledge
by interrogating detainees, who
are held in cell blocks behind
barbed Wire.
"We've learned about alQaida's pursuit of WMDs,"
Whitman said, referring to
weapoas of mass destruction.
"We've learned about their
methods of recruitment, location of recruitment centers.
We've learned about their skill
sets their terrorist skill sets,
both general and specialized
operative training."
A reading of some of the
documents released yesterday
showed no such stark admissions, although any records of
interrogations and the classified portions of the hearings
were not included in die transcripts. The hearings — called
Administrative Review Boards
— were held to determine
whether detainees still posed
threats to the United States.
I lurnan rights group Amnesty
International, afrequentcri tic of
U.S. policies in its war on tenor,
TRIBUNAL, PAGE II

Got the munchies? We have the Deals!

2 FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREEI
www.io.j*wd«6.ccwn • 419.352.S639

Exp 5 1206

Cdtiaaal CAanB a,

"Where The Party Starts"
www.southside6 com »

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

419.352.8639

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Mill.kin

cs emus, xssi

•
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•
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WEEK OF APRIL 3RP
A TASTF OF HOME
THE PRIME
THE PRIWE RIB PINNER 1$ A PINNER FOR TWO OR FOR \Z.
WE'LL ArWE IT SPECIAL.'

Central downtown location
Unfurnished
On-site laundry
Air condilioned
Remodeled units
2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
$345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo + electric

Summit Street
• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
- 2 blocks from campus
■ Efficiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 071 7
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTAI S.COM

MOiSPAV
Mamma. Stva Goulash hone, style, pasta, hake
Made Mth hand cut steak and
seasoned tilth our old style traditions

I Doyoulknow someone who would be
an excellent
mentor to a
ex
first-year student?

TUQSPAV
■Homemade Mea.tioa.-f vJith mashed potatoes
Just like the utty mom makes It

W£PN£SPAV
Beef Stroganoff made uiifh egg noodles
and served over mashed potatoes

THURSPAV
Prime Rt> I>inner nJlth M) Jus, Ibtafo and Vegetable
Come have a <juajnt dinner -For Wo
and experience, the best taste, of home

„
f.

NOMINATE a COACH
Sand thalr name and araall to: sprtagObgiu.adu
Pam at 2-9804 or Raglater for UNIV 411: Springboard
1 cradtt hour - 2.5 OM raqalrad

i,
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Britain, U.S. visit Bagdad in
attempt to build Iraqi unity
IRAQ. FROM PAGE 10

reprisal killings among Shiiics
and Sunnis.
The unified government, she
said, can "produce conditions
under which people are secure
and these militia groups can be
disbanded."
Her remark acknowledged
that the militias exist in pan
because.they provide protection that many Iraqis do not
yet trust their police or Army
to supply.
"You can't have, in a democracy, various groups that have
arms," Rice said. "You have to
have the state with a monopoly
on power."
A day earlier, Rice had spoken
of a "sense of drift" nearly four
months after Iraqis held parliamentary elections. Political
horse trading to pick a prime
minister and permanent government have bogged down,
with an impasse over whether
the interim prime minister will
keep his job.

Neither Rice nor Straw point- said in response to a question
ed to any specific accomplish- about whether al-laafari should
ment from the trip, but said step aside. "We say to every
their message got through. leader, Look within yourself
The double billing of leaders and do whatever you have to
from the two nations that have do to make this process move
spent the most in
forward.'"
lives and money
Straw and Rice
...someone
on Iraq was a sigslipped into Iraq on
nal that internaSunday mcirning.after
must
tional patience
spending two days
fill
these
has run out.
touring Straw's par"We are entitled
liamentary district in
positions,
to say that whilst
England's industrial
andfill
it is up to you, the
north. Rice spent her
Iraqis, to say who
entire visit inside the
them
will fill these posifortified American
quickly."
tions, someone
Embassy complex in
must fill these JACK STRAW, BRITISH the Green Zone.
positions and fill FOREIGN SECRETARY
From Baghdad, the
them
quickly,"
two flew to London,
Straw said.
where Rice was to see
They were careful not to Prime Minister Tony Blair.
pronounce on the fate of interRicehadmetanti -warprotcsts
im Prime Minister Ibrahim nearly everywhere she went
al-Jaafari, but they voiced no as Straw's guest in Liverpool
enthusiasm for the Shiite nomi- and Straw's home district of
nee for a second term.
Blackburn. About 20 percent of
"Our purpose is not to say the town is Muslim, and oppowho needs to do what," Rice sition to the war is widespread.
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Ex-president
WORLD
pleads not guilty
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By Michelle Faul

where the next hearing might
lie held.
As the hour-long hearing
FREETOWN, Sierra Leone
— Former Liberian President ended, Taylor stood, smiled
CharlesTaylor pleaded not guilty and blew kisses to relatives who
yesterday before an internation- were in the courtroom.
Although Taylor made his
al war crimes tribunal, denying
11 counts of helping destabilize first court appearance in Sierra
Leone, Special Court
West Africa through
officials have requested
killings, sexual slavery
that an international
and sending children
court in The Hague,
into combat.
Taylor at first told the
Netherlands, host the
trial. Liberian President
court he could not
Ellen lohnson Sirleaf
enter a plea because
he did not recognize
has expressed fear
that Taylor supportits right to try him.
After Justice Richard
ers could use the trial
CHARLES
as an excuse to mount
Lussick insisted, Taylor
TAYLOR
said cal inly and slowly:
another insurgency in
DEFENDANT
her country.
"Most definitely, your
Taylor said through
honor, I did not and
could not have committed those his lawyer that he feared for his
acts against the sister republic of safety in Sierra Leone but wanted to be tried in the region, in
Sierra Leone."
Lussick accepted that as a not part because it would be easier
guilty plea and instructed aides for defense witnesses to appear
here. The court's chief prosecuto set a start date for the trial.
However, Lussick did not say tor has said Taylor has no reason

Accident kills 9
more troops in Iraq

BAGHDAD (AP) — Nine
more American troops died
in Iraq, the U.S. military
reported yesterday. Their
deaths brought the number
of service members killed so
far this month to 13 — nearly
half the number who died
in all of March. All the dead
were Marines, the statement
added. It gave no reason for
the accident except that it was
not a result of hostile lire.

IHt USSOCIAttD PRESS

tofearfbrhissafeiv.
Desmond de Silva, chief prosecutor of the independent, U.N.backed war crimes court trying Taylor, has dismissed such
concerns.
Taylor is the first former
African president to face war
crimes charges. 1 le vv as brought
to Sierra Leone last week after
briefly escaping custody in
Nigeria, where he was staying
since 2003 under a deal to end
Liberia's civil war.

Documents bring cases to light
TRIBUNAL, FROM PAGE 10

said the transcripts would most
likely reveal Information that was
insignificant or had been previously released.
"Nevertheless,
Amnesty
International welcomes today's
actions, as even the seemingly
minor details in these documents may help shed light on the
secrecy surrounding the detainees' cases," said Eric Olson, the
group's acting director of government relations.
Each of the detainees who
faced such a review hearing
was previously determined by
other (iuantanamo Bay panels
— Combatant Status Review
Tribunals — to be an "enemy
combatant," meaningthey fought
against the U.S. or its allies or
provided support to the Taliban,
al-Qaida or "associated forces."
Shah said he felt his testimony at the earlier tribunal had
been ignored.
"Should I consider lyou all the
same or should I expect justice?"
he asked.
The presiding U.S. military officer assured Shah all the evidence
would be considered fairly:
"Well, I hope that you would
believe that we would do you justice after we review all the information," said the officer, whose
name was censored from the
transcript for security reasons.
Some detainees said they had

Andres Leighton AP Photo
HELD WITHOUT CHARGE: Two detainees walk outside their cell in Camp
Delta 4 at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba.

hazy memories as they gave curl
replies to the U.S. military officers
presiding over the tribunal. One
unidentified Yemeni said he did
not recall when he was captured
in Pakistan, saving it was more
than four years ago.
"Was it cold?" asked the presiding officer, trying I" determine if
not the dale, then the season.
"The weather was medium. It
was not hot but it was not cold,"
responded die detainee.
Many detainees repeat-

edly denied having links to
Osama bin Laden, al-Qaida
or the Taliban, insisting they
were simply caught up in the
war zone. Some were accused
of being low-level members of
the Taliban, who imposed strict
Islamic rule from 1996 to 2001.
"I don't know bin l-aden and
I don't know anyone else," said
an Afghan detainee named
Gano Nasorllah I lussain. "I am a
butcher and I have a shop in my
village."
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IRAN TESTS NEW, MORE POWERFUL TORPEDO
III IRAN, Iran (AP) Iran successfully tested its second
new torpedo in as man) daysyesterday,theweapontobe
unveiled during war games in the (iulf that the military
said arc aimed ai preparing the country's defenses
against the United States. \ spokesman suggested the
torpedo was more powerful than others in us arsenal.

WORLD

Rice expects Iraq to stabilize quickly

Documents disclose

( Amdoleezza and British counterpart optimistic after meeting Iraqis

SCCrCliy llclu prisoners

By Snne Gearan
HMillDM)
rhclliiilcd Stales
,md (triUiine\|H>c'l li.u|ini|iiul
.tin militias iiiitl unily
.111 ii111> < .i stable (jouTniiU'iil.
sriii'i.ir. ut State < owlnli'iv/a

;.il llei Krilisll ..
part -..lid yestenla\ in .i \ i-.it
meatil tn resonate hodi in Iraq
.mil .il I II HI H
v .ind Itrilish lorcign
Set in.II \ I.II k Straw met with
nearly .ill ul Iraq's squabbling
lai titmsovei twotlaystil imn-.u
,ill\ haul edged diplomacy. Rice

stayed mvrniglll to make the
pin in tli.it security is improving
despite relentless i iolencc thai
has eroded public support in
the United Mates fot a u.n now
in n- fourth yeat
I n-i and foremost, the pin
pose nl this nip is tn eiicout
id in urge the Iraqis lodo
what the Iraqis must do because
lite Iraqi iK-opledeserve il." Rice
-.ml
HIII yes. the \merican
people, the British people ...
need to know that every ilnne,
is iH'ing done tn keep progress
mm ing."

iwniliniK ot \mericans saj
the) do not approveol President
Bush's handling of the war, and
a large percentage say il has nut
hern worth ihe sacrifice. More
than 2,000 Americans have
died in Iraq since the toppling
of Saddam I lussein in 2003, and
the u n has cost billions more
tli,in anticipated.
\ cai linnih exploded near a
Shiiie mosque in northeastern
Baghdad yesterday, killinj; ai
least in people. I our American
troops were killed b) hostile fire
in the volatile \nbai province,

and at least five U.S. Marines
died when a military truck
lolled over in a flash flood ill
the same province, I hree others were missing,
sectarian violence has escalated sincea Feb. 22 bomliine, ol
a Shiiie sin ine in Samaria.
Hiee said she and Straw
repeated a strong message
thai ihe next government has
in i nih flu- power nl sectarian
militias, which are blamed for
much oi die current wave ol
IRAQ.PAGE 11

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2006
Staffs
•Reporters
'Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
|j(|
•Graphic Designers
• Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenewsabgnews.com

By Andrew Selsky

•

GUANTANAMO BJtt NAVAI
BASE. Cuba
In 2.733 pages
nt declassified documents
released u-aeidas in Ihe
Associated Press, men accused
of helping leiiuiisi groups or
Afghanistan's I
in laliban
regime pleaded foi freedom
while U.S. military oftlcersoftcn
painstaking!) Iried to find holes
in ilien stories
ihe previously classified
naiisi iipi- were ihe second
batch nl (,nanian.linn lla)
detainee he
ie,s released by
ihe Pentagon in response to a
lawsuit by ihe \l' lhe\ identified more nl the prisoners
who have been secretly held
without charges lor tip to four
years wink- die U.S. military
determines how dangerous
they may be.
\losi nt the men said they
were innocent ami would pose
nn ihre.it if set free.
/a III shah, a Pakistani
an used ol being a drivci foi
Ihe laliban, said lie hated his
\mcrican captors at first hm
his feelings softened after he
learned about ihe sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
"In ihe beginning I did not
like Americans at all." Shah said
"I had never seen \mcri< ans.
In ihe beginning when I came
here ihe interrogations were
tough and I started haling them
mine, hnt ihen ... someone
showed me |iu lines from 9/11.
rhen 1 realized the) havearighl
In lie align,. \lv hale inwards

Americans was gone."
Some 715 prisoners have
passed through die cells ol
ihe U.S. military base since ii
began receiving men captured
in Ihe U.S. war on leiiin more
than foui years ago. Pentagon
spokesman Bryan Whitman
said 490 ol tlu-iii are now held
at the base, which lings ihe arid
southeastern shores oft luba.
Whitman told reporters at the
Pentagon that authorities have
gained a wealth ol knowledge
b) interrogating detainees, who
,ne held in eell blocks behind
barbed win-.
"We've learned about al
Qaida's pursuit of WMDs."
Whitman said, referring to
weapons <>i mass destruction.
"We've learned about their
methods ol ret ruitment, location ot recruitment centers.
We've learned about their skill
seis. their lerrorisi skill seis.
both general ami spei i.ili/ed
operative training"
A reading ol some ol the
documents released yesterday
showed no such stark admis
sinus, although any records ot
interrogations and ihe classi
lied portions of the hearings
were not included in the transi ripts I he hearings
called
Administrative Review Boards
win held in determine
wheihei detainees siiii posed
threats to the United Stales
I liiinan rightsgroup \mnest)
Intern,mi >nal. a frequent critic ol
U.S. policies in its war on terror,
TRIBUNAL. PAGE 11
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Britain, U.S. visit Bagdad in
attempt to build Iraqi unity
IRAQ. FROM PAGE It!
reprisal killii p imong Shiite»i
dm\ Sunnis
I hr iii 1111- .1 government, she
said, i.in produce conditions
undei whii h pi ople arc secure
and these militia gi nips < an be
disbanded."
Ilci rcmarl acknowli
thai the militias exist in part
because thev provide prolei
linn that man) Iraqis do not
yet trust theii polii e 01 \rmv
losuppl)
"You can l liavi, in a di
racy, varioti, groups ilial
arms Rii i said "You have to
have the state with a monopoly
on po
\daj ■
ipoken
ni .1 set e
r\ tooi
months aflei Iraqis held parliamentarv. elections Political
horse lradiii|> to pic k .i prime
ministet and permanent government have bi
with an impasse over ivhethet
the interim prime ministet will
keep his

Neither Rice not Straw point
said in response to a question
ed to an) spei ific accomplish
ahoui whetheral-faafut i should
mem from the trip, but ••.nd
step .i
■ to even
theii message got tin
leader, I ook within yoursell
I he double billing ol leaders
and do whatcvet you have to
from the two nations thai have
do io make this |
ess move
spi :n the most in
forward.'"
lives and money
Straw
and
Rice
on Iraq was a sigslipped into Iraq on
nal ili,it intertiii
Sundaymorning.aftei
tional
patience
spending two days
has inn out.
touring Si raw's pat
We are entitled
liamentar) disirii i in
io say that whilst
England's industrial
ii is up to you, the
noiih Rice spout het
to saj who
entire \ i-.it inside the
will fill these posi
fortified
\merican
lions.
someone
I mbass) complex in
iiiusi
till
these
the (ireen Zone.
JACK STRAW, BRITISH
positions and lill
1 nun Baghdad, the
FOREIGN SECRETARY
them
quickly,
two flew to 1 ondon,
Straw said.
where Rice was to see
I In■> were careful not to
Prime Ministet Ton;
pronounce on the fate ol interRicehadmelanti-wai protests
im Prime Ministet Ibrahim
nearly everywhere she went
al-jaafari, but thej voi ■
as Straw's guest in Liverpool
enthusiasm foi theShiitenomiand Straw • home district ol
a second term.
Hlat Finn II. \boul .'ii percent ol
'Out purpose is not to say
the town is Muslim, and oppo
ulm needs to do what," Kite
sitiott to
idesprcad,

... someone

must

fill these
positions,
and fill

them
quickly."
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Ex-president
pleads not guilty
By Michelle Faul

BRIEFING
Accident kills 9
more troops in Iraq

where the next hearing might
ho hold.
\s the hour-long hearing
ended, raylot SIIMKI, smiled
and blow kisses to relatives who
were in the courtroom.
Mthough raylot made Ins
first court appearatu v in 5
I rone Special
officials have requested
dial an interi
court in l hi
Netheriands, hosi the
trial. Liberian Pi
I lien lohnsnn Sirleal

I lii I TOWN, Sierra
Leone
I ortnei I iberian President
Charles Taylorpleaded not guilt)
yesterday beforean international wat i rimes tribunal, d<
II counts of helping destabilize
West Mm.! through
killinns. sexual slaver)
and sending children
into combat
lavloi ai first told die
court ho could not
entet a plea because
ho did not recognize
its right to try him.
Aftet lust ice Richard
CHARLES
I nssic k insisted, laylor
TAYLOR
saidcaltnl) and slowly:

has

BAGHDAD

Nine
;is died
in Iraq, the U.S. military
I heii
deaths brought the number
o
i e members killed so
far this month to 13
hall the numbei who died
in all ol March. Ml
.M , Marii i
bi
itcmeni
added, ll gave no uason lor
iheaa id
I at it was
noi a result I'l hostik

expn

toleai Ii

that faylot support
ers could use |h
as an excuse io mount
another insuq
her country.
Taylot said ll
his lawyer that he f< ared foi his
safety in Sierra I coin Inn
nd io hr tried in the region, in
pan because it would be
toi defense witnesses to ap
line. I"hecourt's chiel prosei u
loi has said favloi I

I'l llll,

In, k, i
nig I i)

DEFENDANT

"Most definitely, your
honor, I did not and
could not have committed those
actsagainst thesister republic ol
Sierra I eone."
I nssii k accepted thai asanol
guilt) plea and instructed aides
to set a start date for the trial.
However, l.ussick did not sa)

\P

Documents bring cases to light
1
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said the nans, ripls would most
likel) reveal information tl
insignificant 01 had been previ
ouslv released.
"Neva tin Ii ss
Xunii'su
International well omes today's
ai lions, as even the seeming!)
minor details in these documents ma) help shed light on the
secrecy surrounding the detainees' cases." said I iii i ilson. the
group's ai in
nwiiimeni relations
1 .oh ol the detainees who
faced such a review bearing
was previously determined In
oilier Ciuantanamu Hay panels
Combatant Mains Review
tribunals
to he an "enemy
combatant." meaningthe) fought
against die i ).s. 01 iis allies or
provided support to the Pa
al-Qaidaot ".issue in
Shah -aid he :,

tadres laiBklor
HELD WITHOUT CHARGE I..
valk outside their cell in Camp
'• ,il the Gtiantdiidino Bay Naval Base. Cuba

mum at theearliei tribunal had
been ignored
should I considci you all the
same or should I expei i jti •
hrasked.
Ilie presiding U.S. militai
eei assured Shah all the evident e
would be considered fairly:
"Well. I hope that you would
believe that we would do you justice aftet we rcvii w all die information," said ihe officer, whose
name was censored from ihe
transcript foi security reasons.
some detainees said ihe\ had

memories as they gave eon
replies to the I) S. military ol
presiding ovet ihe tribunal i Inc
unidentified Yemeni said he did
not recall when he was captured
io I'akisian. sa\ing il was more
than loin \eaisago.
il cold? asked the presid
ing i nicer, Irving in detennine it
nol the dale, iben ihe season
Ihe weathei was medium, Ii
was nol liol Inn il was nol cold,"
responded Ihedetaint e
Main
detainees
repeat-
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ihe lalihan. who imposed sirii I
Islamic rule from I'
I don't know bin I aden and
I don't know anyone else, said
an
Ughan detainee named
i .aoo Xasorllall I liiss.nn. I am a
ion het ami I have a shop in inv
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Softball team seeking
players for summer

TUESDAY

Men Interested in trying out
for a competitive Softball team
can do so from April 23 and 30 in
Bowling Green
i or information, call Bob
Millet : 419-474-1733.

APRIL 4,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BG snaps 11-match
win streak, loses twice
By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER

Neal Cropper BGNews

BATTERY CHARGES: Liz Vrabel 113) and catcher Abby Habicht have a discussion at the mound earlier this season. The Softball team has had a
great season so far with 17 runs over the weekend at Kent State and a 21-10 overall record.

Falcons off to best start ever
Weekend sweep of
Kent State puts BGSU
at 21-10,4-0 in MAC
ByDanWyar
REPORTER

Late game heroics pushed
the BGSU Softball learn pasl
Kent State this weekend, and
scoring a combined 17 runs
in the two contests didn't hurt
much, either.
The Falcons batted their way
to a 10-8 victory Saturday in
eight innings and 7-6 on Sunday;
inipun ing them to 21-10 overall
and 1-0 in the Mid American
Conference, their best start In
club history,
Anytime you can go start 4-0
is a realty good thing, especially
when it is accomplished on the
road, which is always more difficult," said coach Leigh Ross.
" I he series with Kent State was
huge, as I really feel they will he
one of the top teams in the MAC
and more so a team that will be a
major force in our division.'
On Saturday, the I'alcons
weren't fooling anyone, especially the Golden Plashes
who scored eight runs on the
I'alcons, the most runs the team
has given up in a MAC game
since they gave up 10 against

Marshall in2004.
After tying the game at eight
in the bottom of the seventh, the
(■olden Hashes couldn't stop the
falcon assault in extra innings,
with Gina Rango and Desire
Miller scoring the winning runs,
leading them to a 10-8 victory in
eight innings.
The Falcons bad a season best
17 hits in the victory and scored
at least one run in seven of the
eight innings played.
"I think we have had good hitting teams in the past, and we
have had good pitching teams in
the past, but this yeai we seem to
be putting both together," Ross
said. "Anytime you combine
good pitching and good hitting,
the opportunity EM success is

much higher."
Rango finished Saturday Ifor-5 at the plate, the third fourhit game of her career and on
Sunday, passed former falcon
Colleen Hates by starting the
2()lsl game of her career.
"I think it's a matter of staying healthy and basically just
performing," Rango said about
the record. "I'm basically here to
perform well and that's what the
coach recruited me here to do."
Dawnjene DeLong scored
three runs on four hits for the
l-alcons.iiicludingthefirsthome-

The BGSU tennis team lost
for the first time in nearly two
months when they fell at Ball
State, 4-3, on Friday. The loss
snapped die Falcons school
record-winning streak at 11.
After being down 2-0 early,
BG battled back to take a brief
3-2 advantage, with victories
from Heidi Homer, Kclscy
lakupcin and Stefanie Menoff
at No. 3, No.5 and No. 6 singles.
The Cardinals tied the score at
3-3 when Jennifer Pollack beat
Jenna Nussbaum 7-6,6-2. The
deciding point came down to
No. 1 singles, where Jessica
Thompson came from behind
to defeat BG's Ashley lakupcin
4-6,6-4.6-4.
BG coach Penny Dean said
the team was disappointed
after the match because they
felt diey were a better team
than Ball State.
"We came out and played
a little tight," Dean said. The
MAC is very good and all the
teams are close and it's hard to
win when you're not playing
your best."
On Saturday the Falcons lost
again, this time to Miami-Ohio,
4-3. BG came ready to play taking all three doubles matches
and a victory by Romer at No. 3
singles to take a 2-0 lead.
Trie Redllawks clawed their
way back into it with victories
at No. 2, No. 4 and No. 5 singles.
With die score knotted at three
apiece, match point came down
to No 1 singles.
For the second day in a row
Ashley lakupcin was outdueled,
this time by the Redhawks'
Katrina Lomidzc 6-3,2-6,7-6.

"I was really proud of our
team," Dean said. "They did
great job of being motivated
after losing a tough match a
day earlier. Everyone competed
really hard and left everything
they had on the court."
Homer and MenofT continued dieir impressive play, each
going 2-0 in singles action.
"MenofT is really cruising
right now, and Homer won the
most mentally tough match
she's ever had against Miami,"
IX'an said.
Although thelalconsdropped
two close matches, Dean said
there were some positives to
take away from the matches.
"We were two points away
from victories and being in first
Iplacel in die MAC." Dean said.

Ncal Cropper BGNcws

run of her collegiate career.
Miller,
Ashley
Zirkle,
Dawnjene Dchong and llayley
Wiemcr all homered for the
Falcons this weekend, giving
the team at 12 this season, shattering the total of seven they
had all of last season.
"We've been working hard in

the weight room and basically
coach Ross has told us to step
up and get the big bits," liango
said. "People are really coming through with big hits and
homeruns, unlikelast ycarwhere
we just did the little things and
got by. Now we need that bomb
COMEBACK,PAGE 13

Despite executive
order, Reds beaten
With President Bush
on hand, Cincinnati
falls 16-7 in opener
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Track successful nationwide
Whether it was Athens,
Ohio or California, BG
ran well over weekend
By Adam Miezin
REPORTER

BG Nem tile photo

■ Started Feb. 12 in a 6-1 rout
of Wright State
■ The Falcons followed with
10 more wins, including
four shutouts and five 6-1
victories
■ The Falcons nearly extended
the streak twice this weekend but lost decisive threeset matches at No. 1 singles
■ BG is now 2-2 in the MidAmerican Conference and
will host Western Michigan
at 1 p.m. Saturday

FUNDAMENTALS: Center fielder Jeanine Baca relays a ball into the
infield during a game last month.

By Joe Kay

FAST PACE: Jamie Roflow finished with the second best time in school
history in the 5,000-meter race at the Stanford Invitational.

FALCON FEATS
Before falling to Ball State on
Friday, the Falcon tennis team
had won 11 straight matches,
the longest win streak in school
program history.

The BGSU track team turned in
an impressive performance on
the road in Athens, Ohio, this
past weekend, finishing second
at the Ohio Invitational. The host
Bobcats won die invitational.
The Falcons recorded seven
Victoria on the day including one
by Jessica White, who won the 1 (X)
meter dash with a time of 12.1
seconds. Oilier winners included
Andi Bunko (javelin), Erica Wilson
(high jump), Nicole Standback
(10(1 meter hurdles) and Lacey
< loenran (400 meter dash).
Another Falcon who was victorious in Athens w-as Andrea Pollack
in the 3,000-nieter steeplechase
with a time of 1157.50. Even in victory. Pollack still believes this team
is capable of more.
"I have to say that 1 was very
disappointed in finishing second
place," she said. "We had a lot of
good performances this weekend.
Many were first place. We worked
wry hard and still came out a little
short. It just means we must work
at much harder next time"
Angela Raizis was still pleased
with the team's performance,
expressing her approval for the
individual performances turned
in Uiis weekend.

"I definitely feel like we went
out and competed at our best and
things are getting better," she said.
"1 think we'll be even better off
with Stephanie and Jamie back
with us next week at All-Ohio."
lamie Roflow and Stephanie
I lilliiun were out in Palo Alto,
Calif., at die Nike Stanford Track
and Field Invitational. Both competed in the 5,000-meter race, with
Roflow wanting the heat in a time
of 16:45.50 and Hillman finishing
witli a personal best outdoor time
of 17:4430.
Rotlow's mark is the second best
time in school history and is die
fastest time run by a BG runner
since 1986. Maybe more importantly, it also qualifies her for the
Mid-East Regional meet which
will be held in Knoxville, Tenn., in
late May.
At OU, Whitney Hartman finished second in a pair of events,
setting a personal best in the shot
put along the way. The distance
of her throw was 45-02.00. She
also finished second in the discus (138-09.00) and the hammer
throw (164.03).
i feel like ive had a strong
showing this weekend," said Kylie
Korsnack. "Although we got second, we were missing Jamie and
Stephanie who both would have
scored more points for us If you
add more athletes to the mix, OU
would not have been able to score
as many people in each race"
RELAY, PAGE 13
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CINCINNATI — A presidential pitch, some unexpected power, a few pratfalls.
This opener had a little bit
of everything.
Including a lopsided Cubs
win, of course.
Chicago rolled to its
fourth straight openingday victory yesterday, 167 over a Cincinnati Reds
team that could bring
the president to town but
couldn't stop the Cubs' run
of first-game success.
Matt Murton homered in a
five-run first inning, and Todd
Walker singled home a pair of

runs in a crushing seven-run
sixth that sent most of the
capacity crowd to the exits
on a windy, raw afternoon.
For the second year in a row,
the Cubs scored a club-record
16 ru us in t heir opener. The Reds
hadn't given so many openingday runs since '77 — 1877, that
is, in a 24-6 loss to Louisville.
President Bush threw a ceremonial pitch at the invitation of new Reds owner Bob
Castellini, one of his former
ownership partners in the
Texas Rangers. No sitting president had thrown an opening
day pitch in Cincinnati.
With that little bit of history
out of the way, the Cubs made a
little more.
They scored five runs in
the first inning, completed by
1877, PAGE 13

Charles Oharapsk APPtolo

INAUGURAL PITCH: President Bush throws out the first pitch during
yesterday's Reds-Cobs game at Great American Ballpark.

SPOKTC
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BG rallies for win over Kent
COMEBACK, FROM PAGE 12
to score the easy runs for us and
our team has shown that we arc
powerful enough to do it."
After trailing by six runs
Sunday, the Falcons rallied and
scored seven runs over the last
two innings, pushing them past
the Golden Rashes. "The last time

HARD BALL
HIT PARADE: BG had a seasonhigh 17 hits on Saturday
LONG BALL The Falcons have
12 homers this year
NEXT UP: Tomorrow at OSU

the Falcons trailed by six and
came back to win was against
Toledo on April 22, 2002 when
the team trailed 6-0 after two
innings, but came back to win
10-8 in nine innings.
"We will take wins, any way
we can get them and as much I
disliked being behind in those
games, I'm very proud of our
team for continuing to fight and
their never-say-dic attitude," Ross
said. "It would have been vtry
easy to fold up the tents when we
were down by six, but they just
kept battling. It was a courageous
effort, and one that we s'iould
keep in the back of our mind the
next time we're behind."
The team will end an eight

KILE GAME

Mark Humphrey AP photo

STANDING TALL: UCLA's Jordan Farmar tries to block Florida's Joakim
Noah during the first half of the National Championship game last
night. The result of the game was not known at deadline.

Reds sluggish to start
1877, FROM PAGE 12
Murton's three-run homer. The
Reds hadn't given up five runs in
thefirst inning of an opener since
that loss to Louisville in 1877,
eight years after they became
baseball's first professional team.
Then, Chicago sent a dozen
batters to the plate to take control
in the sixth inning, extending its
stretch of impressive first games.
The Cubs scored 15 runs in the
2003 opener, tying what was then
the club record, and topped it
with a 16-6 victory in Arizona last
year that set the new standard.
It's the first time since 1950-55
that they've won fourconsecutive
openers. They've piled up 54 runs
in those four games.
Two of those four wins have
come over Cincinnati, which is
mired in its deepest slump since
1955 — five straight losing seasons — and looked like more of
the same under new ownership.
Left fielder Adam Dunn, a fellow

game road trip when they travel to Columbus on Wednesday
for a doubleheadcr against the
Buckeyes of Ohio State before
returning home Friday for a
doubleheader against Akron and
games on Saturday and Sunday
against the Ohio Bobcats.
"I think it was obvious to anyone who was at our game this
weekend we were a little banged
up and tired, and rcallydidn't play
sharp for the first five innings,"
Ross said. "We now have two
days off before going to Ohio
State, and then I think everyone
involved with the program will
be happy to be playing at home
this weekend when we host Ohio
and Akron."

Hughes
may play
tonight
CLEVELAND
(AP)
—
Cavaliers
guard
Larry
Hughes could play tonight
for the first time in three
months after having surgery
twice since lanuary on his
broken right middle finger.
Hughes' status for the
game against Philadelphia
was upgraded yesterday
from out to doubtful. He
will be evaluated again after
practice this morning.
Hughes was expected to
miss the rest of the regular
season but was cleared last
week to begin light practice.
Hughes was supposed
to miss six to eight weeks
after having surgery Ian. 6.
However, the finger didn't
heal properly and he had a
second surgery Feb. 14.
Hughes, who signed a fiveyear, $60 million contract in
the offseason, averaged 16.2
points and 3.9 assists in 28
games before the injury.
Forward Luke lackson,
who broke his left wrist in
early February, also resumed
practice, but remained listed
as out.
The
Cavaliers
have
clinched their first playoff
berth since 1998 and are
attempting to lock up the
fourth seed in the Eastern
Conference.

Texan who chatted with Bush in
the clubhouse before the game,
provided a signature moment
when he turned the wrong way
and .hen fell on the warning track
while chasing Derrek Lee's RBI
double in the sixth.
By contrast, the Cubs looked
right at home on a raw afternoon
with the wind blowing out —
much like Wrigley Field in April.
Mm KIM got it going with his
homer off loser Aaron Harang,
his eighth in the majors. He also
slammed into the scorclxiard in
the left-field wall to catch Austin
Kcarns' fly with the bases loaded
in the bottom of the inning.
The 24-year-old Murton was a
key pan of the Cubs' youngest
opening day lineup since 1977.
For the second year in a row,
Carlos Zambrano failed to
make it through the fifth inning
of an opening day start. Scott
Hatteberg hit a three-run homer,
and Dunn tied it with a leadoff
homer in the fifth.
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CC on his way to D.L.
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cleveland ace CC. Sabathia
likely will be placed on the
15-day disabled list rath a
strained abdominal muscle
— not the kind of strong start
be and the Indians were hoping for in 2006.
Sabathia was forced from
the rain-soaked season opener in Chicago on Sunday night
after just 37 pitches. In the
third inning, he felt his muscle
"grab a little bit" while delivering a pitch to Tadahito Iguchi.
"It was just the one pitch,"
Sabathia said, "I don't know
what caused it."
Sabathia. who has posted
double-digit wins the past five
years, began '05 on the Dl. for
the first time in his career with
a similar injure He got hurt
last year while warming up for
his first spring training outing
Istt Roberson AP Photo
and missed six weeks.
BIG LOSS: Cleveland's CC. Sabathia leaves during the third inning of
The Indians said the large
left-hander underwentan MR] Monday's loss at Chicago due to a strained abdominal muscle.
exam yesterday in Chicago,
hours after the club was beaten don't need a fifth starter until was booed at lacobs Field by
Indians fans. Hut the 6-foot-7
10-4 by the White Sox in a game April 15.
Another option to temporar- Sabathia came on strong, going
interrupted for nearly three
ily replace Sabathia is Fausto 9-1 in his final 11 starts and carhours by rain.
The club said a formal Carmona. Indians manager rying Cleveland during its failed
Erie Wedge has called the 22- push for the Al. playoffs
announcement on Sabathia
In his final start, Sabathia
rail be made before today's year-old right-hander "our
pitched eight shutout innings
afternoon game against the sixth starter."
last year, the 25-year-old in a 6-0 win over Tampa Bay —
White Sox.
In all likelihood, the Indians Sabathia was sidelined for all of Cleveland's only win in its final
won't take any chances with the spring training and didn't make seven games when the Indians
his first start until April 22, collapsed and missed making
290-pound Sabathia and will
rest him until his injury is com- when he pitched five innings the postseason.
Sabathia has always had to
and got a no-decision in a 2-1
pletely healed.
battle his weight, but he has
Right-hander Jason Davis, win over Minnesota
The Indians WRlt only 9-14 been more committed in the
who has made 52 stans in the
past four seasons for Cleveland, last April. This year the club's past few off seasons to staying
probably will be called up focus was to begin better, but in better shape. He pulled out
from Triple-A Buffalo to take they may now be forced to do it of pitching for the U.S. team in
the Worid Baseball Classic so he
Sabathia's spot in the rotation without their top pitcher.
Sabathia struggled through would be ready for the season,
for now.
the first half of last season. I le another sign of his resolve to be
Because of three off days in
the next two weeks, the Indians dropped to 4-6 after July and the Indians' No. I starter.

Falcon relay teams finish well
RELAY, FROM PAGE 12
The 1600-meter relay team
consisting of Lyndi Springer,
lessica White, Megan McAuley
and Iacey Cochran finished second with a time of 4:01.20.
"We are a very talented gmup
of runners, and to see all of us
succeed would without a doubt

he great," Pollack said. "I see this
team being a big competitor to
other teams; we just have to go
for it."
With Rollow and Ilitlman
rejoining the team next weekend,
scoring should lie at the peak for
the liilcons. The full team will be
in Columbus, where the Falcons
hope to leave their mark on the
All-Ohio meet. last year, the
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Call 353.5800
Visit Online
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Management inc.
11 illsdali Apis.
1(1X2 Fainiew Ave
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Ccadhion/Wuher/Dryen in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSl Bus Shulile

/CflfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinzsite
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrm .ipi
Dishwasher/GarbageDispos.il
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Inicrnel/Walk lo Campus

/SJEfcCA

Imagine...

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
1 bath/ close to downtown

the advantages of Kent State
summer sessions:
Kwi SUM xNMteflii^
Aahfabtila
Oh* Loca twits S~^

team finished third behind MidAmerican Conference rival .Akron
and host Ohio State. lb win this
year's All-Ohio Championships,
BG must beat those schools

Management Inc.
215 E. Foe
Eff. 1 bdrm/2 bdrms
Starting al S25.Vmo
Laundry on site
15 minule walk lo campus
BGSU Bus Route

Attend a campus close to home.
Get a jump on fall.
Explore a degree program.
Save money.

Trumkull
K*nl •

»...-•

.•"••

Imagine attending Kent State University this summer We
provide more than 4,100 class sections and 120 workshops,
offered days, evenings and weekends throughout our eightcampus network. For more information:
Web - www.kent.edu/academics/summer
Phone - 800-672-KSU2
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Management hie.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Focus on that one challenging class.

faai
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Catch up on a few credits.
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Stop by the Office
oi 1045 N Main Si.
or check wobsite
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Campus Events

Help Wanted

For Sale

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters lo
work outdoors with other students.
Earn $3000 • S500O. Advancement
opportunities. 1-888-277-9787.
www coltegepro.com

1998 Chevy Cavalier

Home based business.
Great product!
Visit www.gasprofits.convjkrohn

RECRUITING COMPETITIVE
MENS SOFTBALL PLAYERS

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Poconos, PA
Call 800-488-4321www.lohikan com

Tryouts 4 23 06 & 43006
In Bowling Green Ohio.
Details call Bob @ 419-474-1733

Job Trainer- assist with baste living
skills, and provide supervision lor
persons with MR DD. Part-Time position available Salary $9.00-$13.18
per hour based upon experience.
Application packet may be obtained
Irom Wood County Board ol MR'DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowl
ing Green. Ent B. Monday-Friday
8:00am-4:30pm. Application deadline 4/11/06. E O.E
^^^_

Personals
FAU. 2006 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REC AND SPORT
MGMT MAJORS APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH OR ON
THE WEB AND ARE DUE APRIL 4
INTERVIEWS APRIL 5S6

Wanted

Part Time Counter Person
Apply at Longs Cleaners
1204 W Wooster (419) 354-4494

All-Girl Rock Band looking lor
GUITAR/BASS'KEV players. Call
Heattier(937)-231 0868 leave rnsg'8

Part Time Delivery Driver
Apply at Long's Cleaners
1204 W Wooster (419)354-4494

1

'BARTENDING up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization (ocused on the human service
needs ol the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual lo be responsible for assisting the leacher in
the operation of am and'or p.m.
session in compliance with national
standards lor our Bowling Green
Center
Required HS diploma or
GED and commitment to oblam
CDA with prior experience working
with low-income lamMies.
Year
Round. Parl Time. avg. 27.5 hrs<wk..
$8 00 hr. Send resume by April 17
to:
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR TA/BG;CT. PO Box 590. Fremont.
OH 43420
Affirmative Action Employer M/FVet'Dtsab

HELP WANTED! NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to prelorm unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts. 7:30am- 8 30am. 8 30amII :30am; 12 00 noon- 2 30 pm; 2:30
pm- 5:00pm. 5:30pm 8 30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ot 15 hours per week. Work a minimum ol 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an
application at out ottice Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc . 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402..
Job Coach- provide job coaching,
assist with basic living skills, and
provide supervision lor persons with
MR.DD. Full-Time position Salary
$9 00 $14 84 per hour based upon
experience Application packet may
be obtained trom Wood Counly
Board ot MR.DD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. Bowling Green Ent B.
Monday -Friday 8:00am-4:30pm.
Application deadline 4/11,06. E.O.E.

Oo You Like Talking To People?
Like Working Outside?
Work outside sales with us!!
'"$10HR&COMM"'
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Part Time-M-F 4-9pm & Sat Morn
Full Time-M-F 12N-9PM & Sat Morn
No Exp Needed - Neat Appearance
Call Kris TODAY (419) 874-1945
TruGreen ChemLawn-EOE M/F/D/V

709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

"hlaiiSSa Avail 0607 Next to BGSU
5-6bdrm321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E Court Up
flpjsj S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry
* More see Canyrenlals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Summer & semester only available

419-352-7691

k

23
27

28
29

1 BR APT across Irom Campus
Av 5/15. 1 yr lease. $300/mo. plus
utilities. (419)787-7577
2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700/mo * utilities. 419-353-3855.
Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or olher professor. 5 bdrm, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot
$255/ mo includes all utilities Call
alter 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.
3 bdrm, 1 bath, close to campus,
pets ok. $800/mo utilities

419-352-6948.
3 BR House across Irom Campus
A/C. DW. W/D, Garb. Disp . Av. 5/15
1 yr lease. $850/mo. (419) 7877577
3-4 Bdrm house lor rent Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-308-2456
Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S
Summit. Irom 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent
is S350.month * utilities. Call Kristi
tor details at 419-494-6911
30 day satisfaction guaranteed
1 bdrm & studio starling at $355.
419-352-0590.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
CopperBeech Apts. 1 Bd. Rm.
Free l-Nel/Cable & I'll pay you
$600 May-Aug 937-418-2121
4 bdrm. house, limit 3 unrelated, in
quiet area. 2 story, nnished basement W' bar. Avail. June 15. $1400
mo. 419-308-3525.

—

Subleaser needed, move now. Rent
paid to April 15. Apt. on Clough St.
behind Myles Pizza. Call Marcelo at

Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus 1 bdrm. lg living room,
no pets, off street parking. $450/mo.
Available now 419-654-5716

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

.

ACROSS
1 Suppositions
4 Open_l
10 Does things

17 Land of the free

47
50
51
55
56
57

18 Some arcade games
19 Zany Imogene

59 Part of IBM
60 Existing naturally

20 Norman Greenbaum hit

61 Reef denizen

23 Decorate differently

24 Org. concerned with cryptology

62 Comfort
63 Stone monuments

25 An Astaire

64 Like many a bad textbook

15 Glib speech
16 Make small talk

Route Deliver/ & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00- $12.00+ Mr Hour
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecitvice.com
Lock in your summer job now!
1-800-899-8070

Telephone: 419-372-2851
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

1 ytoppMOrt
1 SoulhMJin

t

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

133'AN. Church St.

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

2 Bedroom Upper Duplex
Downtown, Newly Remodeled
FAMILY OWNED & OFfRATED

CONTACT IUCIE4I9-354-9740

419-353-7715 T=J

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
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Your Store.

Friday
9:OOam-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

Suited tor Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street

Subleaser needed for Copper
Beach. 9 or 12 month. 1 bedroom.
S625/month. free cable and internet.
Deposit is paid and at the end of the
lease the deposit is yours. Call John
at 440-213-7219.

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F

Close to campus $490 mo. plus all
util. Small pets OK w dep Available
immed . May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

Quiet Tenants Desired
Suited for Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.&ghighlandmgtTit.cam
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Co-op houses looking for residents
Summer 06 and or Aug 06- Aug 07.
Directly across from campus on the
corner of Thurstin and Pike Only
$267 * utilities Call Lia at
419-354-8408 for more info.

^nr>U<\n7i.maM

Subleaser Wanted
1-3 people (§> 309 N Church St

Subleasers needed May-Aug. for
house Close to campus. 4 people$175 mo each 330-60B-8748.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-3528917 532 Manville Aye
Office Open I0-2M-F
www.pgacattmeniaxam
Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August.
$1000/mo. + util. 1734)-789-8477.
Lg. 2 BR. W/D. Upstairs Duplex, 8th
St. Avail. 5 06. $600/mo..
(419) 352-8872
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SELF - STORAGE

Rentals

2 New Buildings
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

1.00 3 10 5 20 7 30 940

LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTOR |HMJ> 1 20 3 30 5:40 7:45 9 SO
INSIDE MAN |R)

MAY RENTALS

241 S. Church St. #A
121 E. Court St. #A6B
SOI Fifth St. #8
803 Fifth Si. #7
309 High St. "1.2.3

1:004:00 7:00 9:55

Summer
Storage!

STAY ALIVEM*-1i)1:10 3 155:20 7 259:30
SHE'S THE MAN (PO-13) 1:454:30 7:00 930
V FOR VENDETTA(R|
1:204:15 7:00 945
FAILURE TO LAUNCH(rC-l3|I 30415 710940
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TWO BKI)ROOMS

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

315' 'S. Main
131 E. Merry
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Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

MOMMY-milSIUYAIJ.SMIS.AU SHOWSII.50
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352-1520
332 S. Main St.
■119 352 5620 '
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www.meccabqi.com

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
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May 06 Aug 06. $280/mo * Utilities
(419) 487-0004

AQUAMARINE r:
4 007 009:10
DATE MOVIE (FtS-lll
5:30 7 309 30
FINAL DESTINATION 3(H)
5 107:109:10
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPO-HI
5 20
7 20 9 20
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE |PG|4 00 7 00 9 45
MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA|P0-1!|4 00 7.00 945

Management Inc.
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Shamrock Condos 1 or 2 bedroom
units S650 +. Quiet tenants desired
419-354-0070 wyyw.shamrochyillagecandominiumcam

ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN [PGI 11:301:00
1 30 3 05 3 35 5'0 5:40 7:15 7:45 9:20 9:50
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Apartments 8 Houses
May & August
www.titerentals.com
419-353-8206 tor appointment

SLITHERlR)

The "Blue House" 616 F St.
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For Rent

THE SHAGGY DOG (P0| 1:204:00 7.309.45
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For Rent

• BASIC INSTINCT 2|R| 1:454:30 7:109:45
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For Rent

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
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Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu VoTTuTniverslty.

• Pets welcome!
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• Spacious kitchen

Cos, Woler, & Sewer paid.
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Volkswagen model
George Lucas hit
Truck renter
In existence
French or Monroe

AM. STADIUM SEATING

Forking and Laundry Facilities
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Party room available for birthday
partlv* or -null group*
<'»lir»r!ur..i-matLin

I & 2 Bedroom tporlmenh
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• Private entrance

REE HEAT

54 Regular guys
58 Layer

ANSWERS

■

• Ground floor ranch

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 3' St.

Sault _ Mane
"Venus de _"
Bruce Springsteen hit
Mexican moola
Tastelessly affected
Do one better than

26 Minneapolis suburb
28 Given sanctuary
30 Arrive via Greyhound

THE HILLS HAVE EVESlD) I 45 4:20 7 00 9:30

Home Bity Ice

53 Typeface

46 Make nght

F.\it 139 Corner of I--3 and Rl aa4

OPPORTUNITIES!

52 Mayberry boozer

45 Of quartz or feldspar

14 Bus. bigwig

31
33
38
39
41

Goddess of wisdom
Sits on a perch
Shoe pad
Boulder
Wreck beyond repair
Behave theatrically

37 Baddie
40 System or friendly

ACROSS

From Only $475!

■ Patio

lead-in
41 Heckle or Jeckle

42
43
44
Gray Johnny
Ring-shaped molding 47
Web page file letters 48
49
Goddess of folly

35 Texas landmark
36 With eyelashes

On selected floor plans

GREATI0B

Skylit courtyards
Chow or lo follower
Formerly, formerly
Give consent
Picked out
Fishing gear
Failed to leave
Region of Asia Minor
Certain cigars

31 Rocker Jett
32 Aussie non-flier
34 Your, long ago

Nice 3 BR, 2 Bath. Lg Kitch, A/C
Cableiph. hook-up-all brs. 5th St.
Avail 8 06. S7J5 mc ;4I3! 352 8672

1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150
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22

Lg.. 2 BR, W/D, 1st Fl Duplex. 8th '
St.. Avail. 8/06. $600/mo. Garage
Avail. 1419)352-8872

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

ImllM »«lnj tact* lo impus)

6 RBls and such

Lg. 3 BR, 2 Bath, Den, Cable/phone
hook-up-all brms. 5th St. Avail. 5/06,
S750/mo. (419) 352-8872

314-973-7678.

I Bedroom d Studio Apertments now available
Ph<M*ta
6-9-Month
SiW-US
KBMil
EMMA.

DOWN
1 Hosp. section
2 Came clean
3 Kline/Field movie
4 Train like Rocky
5 Dine at home

For Rent

832 3rd St Close to BGSU. Newly
painted. 3 BR. 1 bath, privacy
fenced in back yard. $870.'rro. + dep
You pay util Call Phil 419-3922812.
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease

bookstore

brought to you by

82.000 miles, $1000. OBO
Call Melissa @ (512) 665-5500

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors lo teach all activities Great summer! Call 888-8448080. apply: camocedar com

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

^H^nBjl

The Salon
Professional
Academy
School of Cosmetology

Perrysburg, Ohio

419-873-9999
May, July, September & November
classes forming now for 2006

• www.meccabg.com

Now taking appointments &

walk in's for Services

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing! —

1045N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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419 353.5800
info@meccabg.com
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